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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
The design of buildings involves several distinct parties (e.g. architects, energy modelers,
contractors, inspectors and structural engineers) each of which have their own objectives.
Traditionally, the architect leads the design team. And his objective is to satisfy the owner’s
requirements by providing the owner with a suitable design within the limits of his budget. With
the recently emerging concept of sustainability, in addition to the rapidly evolved designing
technologies, designers are faced with an urgent need to catch up with the new requirements of
building design, and find new design methods that account for sustainability. Consequently,
designers are starting to rely on some supplementary programs in Building Information Models
(BIM) called plug-ins (Green Building Studio (GBS) and Integrated Environmental Solutions’
Virtual Environment (IESVE), both in Revit), to enable them account for energy consumption,
potential of green material use, and Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
compliance. Although these plug-ins have the advantage of working in the Revit environment, they
still have some limitations like inconsistency in the results, and the difficulty of knowing what
components have been considered in the analysis (Stadel et al. 2011). In addition, several
researchers have suggested different methods to attain sustainability in buildings. However, each
of these methods have different considerations and focus, such as waste reduction, energy
conservation, material selection, and LEED certificate achievement.
Sustainability means to minimize consumption of matter and energy, and negative
environmental impact, while insuring a reasonable level of human comfort. In order to do so, the
fundamental objective of sustainability must apply: “doing more with less” (Pearce et al.). One way
to achieve this objective, is following an efficient material selection process. For example, choosing
low emissions materials, choosing materials with good insulation and thermal properties, applying
efficient supply chain management to reduce materials waste, and using recycled/reused/renewable
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materials, are some of the possible sustainable practices. However, these practices have
consequences on other factors like increasing the initial cost of the project (Pulaski 2004).
To achieve the balance between sustainable material selection and cost, researchers have
presented numerous approaches such as monitoring and calculating carbon footprint for
construction activities. Life cycle, supply chain management, optimization and BIM are all
concepts which have been incorporated in suggesting solutions for the construction cost-carbon
emissions problem. Since sustainability is a wide area, a high potential of improvement still exist
especially in the context of benefitting from the potential of different existing concepts, by
integrating them in an optimization process that could attain sustainability and cost savings. This
research is suggesting a sustainable material selection framework by integrating different systems
in an optimization process, which will help designers review several optimal cost-carbon emissions
designs and choose what best suits their requirements and needs.
This chapter introduces the research in general. This is done by explaining the current
process of selecting materials and its implications. This chapter also presents the objectives and
scope of the research, an overview of the research structure is provided at the end of the chapter.

1.2. Problem Statement
Buildings and developments provide countless benefits to society; however, they also have
significant environmental and health impacts. Buildings in the United States contribute 38.9 percent
of the nation’s total carbon dioxide emissions, including 20.8 percent from the residential sector
and 18.0 percent from the commercial sector (EPA 2009). Following the traditional practice in
design and construction is the major cause of this high percent of carbon dioxide emissions. This
practice is based on selecting materials considering cost as a dominating factor, as stated by
Mcauley et al. (2012); this is most clear when the Design/Bid/Build (DBB) is the used project
delivery method. Other aspects of the typical practice in design and construction, is ignoring the
environmental impacts (Monahan and Powell 2011), by using virgin materials as an example. In
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addition, non-integrated construction management will result in huge amounts of materials’ waste.
On the other hand, in the Design/Build (DB) and Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) methods, where
all parties of the project set together and share opinions and ideas, a more sustainable approach
might be accomplished. In spite of the benefits of these delivery methods, several challenges still
face the sustainable design process (Bilau 2008). These challenges includes the following:
 The belief that considering the environmental requirement for a building will increase the
initial cost of the project;
 Designing for environmental requirements needs a lot of information that not available for
the designers in most of the cases (post occupancy evaluation);
 Some sustainable design tools do exist, but they need experienced staff and time to learn,
which might delay the project and add to the initial cost;
 The separate (not integrated) work of the project parties.
Based on those challenges, some actions are required in order to make sustainable designs
more appealing to construction practitioners. Some of these requirements include:
 Providing construction practitioners with an accurate and official environmental databases
that include information about a wide range of construction materials. This information may
consist of and not limited to: CO2-equivalent emission factors, emission rates and MPG’s
for the various construction equipment, etc. This could be done by national environmental
agencies in corporation with materials’ and equipment’s manufacturers for example;
 Providing easy and user friendly tools for sustainable design which don’t need much time
and effort to learn. This kind of tools can be provided and developed research.
 Emphasize the integrated practices in design like IPD;
 Lastly and most importantly, present proofs that sustainable practices are indeed efficient,
especially when related to cost. That will persuade more practitioners to adopt it in their
projects.
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Proofs of the efficiency of sustainable design are abundant in literature, Research indicates
a possibility of a 30 percent reduction in CO2 emissions through the selection of building materials
with low environmental impacts (Mah et al. 2011). Fernandez-Ceniceros et al. (2013) argued that
embodied carbon emissions can be reduced by almost 20% with less than 6% cost increase, by
choosing environmentally friendly materials for one-way slabs.
Hence, the advantages of the sustainable design approaches are not only interpreted as
reduced energy costs, but also as enhanced surrounding environmental conditions due to the
reduced carbon emissions. In spite of the proven efficiency of those approaches, each in their
individual studied aspect, the problem of sustainable design is complex and wide. Hence, it requires
a more integral and generalized solutions, that addresses the several aspects of the problem in one
whole unit and simultaneously.

1.3. Research Objectives
In line with the problem discussed in the preceding section, this research aims to investigate
a new framework for building design that addresses the interdependency between cost and carbon
emissions. The specific objectives are:


To identify the key requirements for sustainable building design;



To develop a sustainable material selection plan presented by an integral framework;



To develop a modeling methodology (based on Harmony Search Multi-objective

Optimization algorithm) for implementing the developed framework;


To evaluate the framework using a case study project.
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1.3.1. Research Scope
The research covers the following project phases (preconstruction, construction,
maintenance, and demolition), in a context of finding how the selection of different materials will
affect the total cost and carbon emissions in these phases.

1.3.2. Research Contribution
The results of the study provide designers with an initial estimate of the total cost and
carbon emissions for different design choices and scenarios. The following are the key
contributions of this research:
 An integral material selection framework based on Harmony Search Multi Objective
optimization;
 A mathematical model for calculating materials’ cost and carbon emissions while
accounting for the supplier characteristics. This model incorporates the subjective judgment
of the designer in the process of the suppliers and materials selection;
 An illustration of the Relationship between the weights and cost and carbon emissions of
the selected materials

1.4. Thesis Structure
Following this chapter is the literature review (Chapter 2). Chapter 3 describes the
development and implementation of the modeling methodology and framework. In Chapter 4, a
sample project model in Revit is utilized as a case study project to validate the functionality of the
developed algorithm. In Chapter 5, a discussion of the results of the case study is presented. The
conclusion of the thesis and opportunities for future work is presented in Chapter 6.
Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter gives a general background of the research and discusses the problem
addressed by the research. This chapter also discusses the scope, objectives and contributions of
the research as well as illustrating the thesis structure.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter begins with discussing sustainable building design and its requirements. The
chapter further discusses sustainable design approaches and technologies from its early beginnings
to recent BIM. A description about the tools that has been developed in previous researches was
also included. Finally the limitation of previous work and opportunities for improvement is
presented.
Chapter 3: Methodology
This chapter presents the proposed framework, and shows the role of each unit of this
framework and how it integrates to the other units. In addition, a detailed explanation of the
developed algorithm and equations were also presented.
Chapter 4: Case Study
This chapter illustrates the case study utilized to evaluate the framework, different analysis
scenarios were also discussed. This chapter also presents the implementation of these scenarios.
Chapter 5: Results and Discussion
This chapter presents the results of implementing the framework on the case study and the
interpretation of these results.
Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future work
The limitations of the presented framework and the possible areas of improvement are
discussed in the concluding section of this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Introduction
Construction industry as a project oriented production is different from other typical
industries due to its distinct properties. The numerous and fragmented activities is one of these
properties, in addition, several organizational, legal, economic systems in the design and production
are involved. In construction, each product has to have its own factory that is created specifically
for it in its own site. A new layout is designed depending on the changing conditions and
characteristics of each product (Brandon et al. 1998). Consequently, the probability of having new
major problems each time is high for each new project, which recommends the designers and
construction managers to think and improvise solutions. Although projects are different, these
solutions must have some level of generality in order to be feasible and be applicable on several
similar projects to save time and effort.
The Sustainable design problem as discussed in chapter one, is a relatively new issue that
occurred in the construction industry. Many solutions with different perspectives were suggested
in order to minimize the harmful effect of construction industry activities on the environment. This
chapter is dedicated to discuss the sustainable design requirements, followed by a presentation of
the attempts of previous research to suggest solutions to this issue. The chapter concludes by
identifying the limitations of the discussed previous literature.

2.2. Typical and Sustainable Building Design
Like other industries, construction is affected by a lot of factors. The design of the building
varies a lot depending on these factors. Practically, a designer initially relies on his previous
experience with similar projects and takes into consideration the budget that the owner limits him
to. Consequentially, all the decisions and choices must be within this budget. These decisions
include the types of materials used, the equipment and technology, labor costs, and all the jobsite’s
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services and utilities. Typically, in addition to cost, other important factors are taken into
consideration when designing a building (Figure 2.1). These factors include:
 Structural stability, because it maintains the comfort and safety of the dwellers.
 Considering customer requirements in the design is very important; not doing so will turn the
process into an incomplete and chaotic process, due to the problems that might occur if these
requirements are not fully understood (Alarcon and Mardones 1998).
 Some researchers consider aesthetics not very common(White), while others think it is very
important (Schutt et al. 2004).
 Constraints of a project schedule could affect the design of the building and the going of the
construction process (AIA 2007).
 Codes and regulations refer to a set of requirements for performance and safety of structures
which become legal when adopted by an authority. Standards also are parts of a code that is more
detailed. Specifications are the last level of detail which could be either materials or reference
specifications (PCA 2014). Of course, trying to abide these requirements will affect the building
design.
 Site conditions is very important to be taken into account especially for foundation design. If the
soil tests were not fully done and foundations designed correspondingly, this will result in major
problems like cracks or collapses after construction (Tunstall 2006).
 Workers’ safety is a very wide and important issue. Occupational Safety and Administration
(OSHA) has a variety of recommendations for each detail in the construction process. OSHA also
provides standards and regulations for employers to maintain a healthful and safe workplace for
their employees (OSHA 2010). This might raise the need to adapt certain building technologies to
apply these regulations, which should be taken into consideration in the design process.
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Figure 2.1. Typical Building Design Factors
Based on the fact that sustainability is recently considered a priority in the construction
industry, construction practitioners are exploring new methods to help mitigate the harmful effects
of the construction activities (Althobaiti 2009). But, what is sustainability or sustainable building
design, to start with? Sustainable building design means to live in a harmonic style with the
surrounding environment, and it became an urgent need in the third millennium. It might not
include only the individual households. The recent emphasis surpasses the sustainable households
to sustainable neighborhoods and in some extents this concept was widened to include sickness
levels, drug abuse, education levels, and poverty levels in these neighborhoods (Edwards and
Turrent 2003).
Sustainability in construction concentrates on several areas like energy efficiency, water
efficiency, indoor environment, site location, atmospheric considerations, and material usage.
Material usage means the selection of materials that has sustainable indices like low embodied
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carbon footprint, recyclable content, reusable content, nontoxic content, and good thermal
properties (Bunz et al. 2006).
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Sustainable
Building
Design

Sustainability

Figure 2.2. Sustainable Building Design Factors

The only difference between typical and sustainable design is the consideration of the
sustainable material indices mentioned above when designing a building (Figure 2.2). Accounting
for the sustainable indices in design, has its requirements and consequences on the other design
factors and on the entire design process. These requirements are explained in the next section.

2.2.1. Requirements of Sustainable Building Design
In order to have a successful sustainable design, following are some of the requirements
that must be fulfilled:
 Cost: when a designer is attempting to make a sustainable design, he/she might be faced
with a higher cost for the sustainable materials. Hence, an optimization thinking is required
to find out the most suitable materials decision;
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 Structural stability: changing the typical building materials means a change in the load
resistance capacity of the building, which requires a non-typical structural analysis methods;
 Costumer requirements and aesthetics: to satisfy the customer requirements and the
aesthetic aspect of the building, sustainable materials need to provide a comfortable and
beautiful impression;
 Codes and regulations: to account for sustainability, new codes and laws need to be
established to manage and monitor the application process. Rating systems and certificates
are required to provide designers with detailed steps to sustainable designs. At the same time,
these kinds of certificates give designers and owners the incentive to build sustainably;
 Site conditions: some sustainable procedures require a careful study of the site conditions
to have a full idea of whether they are applicable or not;
 For a building material to be sustainable, it is required to have the previous mentioned
sustainability indices: (low equivalent carbon footprint, non-toxic content, recycled content,
reused content, rapidly renewable, locally sourced, and good thermal properties). In addition,
these information about the materials are required to be available for a designer to be able to
design sustainably;
 For a design process to be sustainable, it has to involve all the project’s parties, starting
with the owner, designer, contractor, subcontractor, etc. Which means working with the
suitable project delivery method. A survey by Bynum et al. (2013) indicated that
Design/Build and the Integrated Project Delivery methods were the most suitable work
environment for this kind of sustainable practices. In these delivery methods, the decisions
on costs, materials and suppliers require all the parties to come together in the decision
making process;
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 Thinking of the best design and the best materials to use should start from the early stages
of the project. The same previous survey shows that 40% of the respondents think that the
schematic phase is the optimal phase to enhance sustainability, 31% voted for the predesign
phase and 20% for the design development phase (Bynum et al. 2013);
 To aid the designer with the sustainable design process, advanced technologies and tools
must be available. Some of these technologies are discussed next.

2.2.2. Sustainable Building Design Technologies
Early design drafting practices were often works of art sketched on paper, initial drawings
were done by pencil while permanent drawings were done by ink (Weisberg 2008). In 1963
Computer Aided Design (CAD) started emerging to the industry by its father Ivan Sutherland with
Two Dimensions (2D) drafting applications. In 1977 CATI was the first 3D CAD software followed
by the well-known software AutoCAD in 1983 (Tornincasa and Torino 2010). Until this point CAD
is used as a drafting tool rather than a design aid (Brown et al. 1995). Taking into consideration
that design is a bridge between human needs and physical reality (Brown et al. 1995), some
modification had to be made to satisfy this definition. Other dimensions were added to 3D CAD to
become 4D CAD with schedule added, and 5D CAD with cost added. This was eventually called
the Building Information Modeling (BIM). BIM is considered a common source of all the possible
project information which can be used by the different project parties starting with the design team
to the facility managers (Barnes and Castro-lacouture 2009).
Green BIM is a recent emerging technology that can enable highly sustainable practices
(Mah et al. 2011). Although only 17% of BIM practitioners realize more than 50% of its full
sustainable potential, BIM is transforming the design and construction industry in a quick manner
in the U.S. (Fox 2010). A BIM model can be used to support decisions in the construction supply
chain when integrated with GIS which is used to map the ideal supply chain (location of supplier
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and distances) (Irizarry et al. 2013). Mcauley et al. (2012) used BIM to rebuild a school building
considering energy efficiency, BIM permitted a more sustainable methods of construction which
helped designers concentrate on energy efficiency and improve sustainability. This was done by
introducing different designs and then choosing the most economical and sustainable one. In the
survey conducted by Bynum et al. (2013), respondents were asked about the most used BIM tool,
78% stated that they use AutoDesk Revit as a BIM tool, and they use it basically for visualization,
coordination, analysis and supply chain integration. Revit is equipped with couple of compatible
tools for sustainable design, those tools are called plug-ins. Green Building Studio (GBS) is one of
these tools, this plug-in provides an accurate energy use estimate for any building design within the
building information model (AutoDesk 2008). Another plug-in is Integrated Environmental
Solution Virtual Environment (IESVE), this tool provides an interface between Revit architecture
and Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing systems to offer designers sustainable performance analysis
(Integrated Envirnmental Solutions 2009).
The advantages of Green BIM are:


Helps designers achieve more sustainable outcomes (Fox 2010);



Gives an immediate insight about design decision impacts on building

performance (Fox 2010); due to it being built virtually before being built physically
(Mcauley et al. 2012);


Encourages an integrated design process (Fox 2010);



Add more cost certainty and reduce design risk (Mcauley et al. 2012).

The challenges and obstacles of Green BIM are:


Non-flexible nature of the current tools to adjust with the new technology (Fox

2010);


When practitioners are used to specific tools, they feel it is easy and they find it

difficult to adopt a new technology (Fox 2010).
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Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) is a “technique to assess the environmental aspects and
potential impacts associated with a product, process, or service” (EPA 2012). LCA is an
important and widely used methodology for sustainable design. Many existing tools utilize
the concept of LCA such as SimaPro, this tool is the most common one, it can calculate
carbon footprint for many products. In addition, it finds the possible environmental impact
that a system or service produces during its life cycle. Other existing tools such as: Enviance
System 6.4, Sustainable Minds, EarthSmart and GaBi 5, are used, but are less common
(Loijos 2012).The advantages of SimaPro are (Loijos 2012):


A powerful tool with accurate results proven by several tests;



Its findings and reports are easy to share;



The hardware and software requirements to run the program are fairly light.

The disadvantages of SimaPro are:


Windows operating system is required, wide screen is very recommended for

efficient high resolution modeling;


Expensive.

2.3. Sustainable Building Design Approaches
Literature is rich with materials addressing several sustainable design approaches.
Approaches such as material selection optimization, environmental certificates, supply chain
management and carbon footprint calculation and inventories, are discussed next. Tables 2.1
through 2.4 present a summarized comparison in different considered aspects (scope, optimization
algorithms, tools, factors).

2.3.1. Material Selection Optimization
From the research point of view, some tools were presented to help designers find their
way through the sustainable design issue, and it gave fairly good results. Genetic Algorithms (GA)
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were used by Wang et al. (2005) to find the trade-off between cost and energy performance,
considering the building envelop materials and a part of the project’s life cycle. The costs of
materials were taken from RSmeans, ATHENA LCA software was used to obtain energy
consumption information. although GA is a very helpful multi objective optimization tool, it fails
sometimes to find a global optimal solution and stick with local optimal solutions (Fragiadakis et
al. 2006). A decision making tool is presented in Zhu et al. (2006) to find the trade-off between
three objective functions (time, cost and environmental impact) also using Genetic Algorithms to
select the most optimal design. The study used a Revit model which was designed as a zero-netenergy house as a case study. Other types of solutions was to find the trade-off between embodied
and operational energy for construction materials. Basbagill and Lepech (2013) also used genetic
algorithms to analyze this relationship and find out the energy savings between the optimal design
found and a predefined base design. The optimization process took 71 hours to perform despite the
few number of variables (5).
Another type of optimization algorithms is used in Castro-Lacouture et al. (2009). The
objective function of the mixed integer algorithm is to select construction materials in a way that
maximizes the number of LEED credits achieved by a specific design. The model succeeded in
achieving some of the credits considered, and failed for the others. The optimization of design
problem is not limited to houses. Qi and Chang (2012) studied the different design alternatives for
water supply facilities considering cost and CO2 emissions, using Simple Additive Weight multi
objective optimization. However, there were some inaccuracies and assumptions in the data.
Entropy method was used in Shanian and Savadogo (2006) to find the best fit for a non-heattreatable cylindrical cover material. The study considered (thermal, mechanical and cost) properties
as criterions for the optimization problem. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) was used in a
toolkit for selecting materials in Ogunkah and Yang (2012). The toolkit considers a number of
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materials’ attributes with different alternatives for each material. The AHP was used to rank the
attributes in addition to the alternatives, and choose the best alternative eventually.
Building components’ material and dimensions (thickness) selection is an important
contributor to the building’s life cycle environmental impact (Basbagill et al. 2013). Therefore, a
decision making tool was developed to find the optimal selection of materials using sensitivity
analysis. The tool found that the largest impact changes were in cladding material, followed by
cladding thickness, piles material, glazing material, flooring material.
Utilizing BIM in the sustainable design can change the traditional design practices and
produce efficient high performance facilities’ designs. Bank et al. (2011) provided a workflow
showing how BIM can be integrated with external tools, in order to serve sustainable building
design decisions. Such decisions include finding the concrete thickness that accomplishes the tradeoff between the embodied and operational carbon footprint. The other studied the use of recycled
and regional material in order to achieve the corresponding LEED credits. Barnes and Castrolacouture (2009) studied the possibility of utilizing BIM in the process of achieving LEED credits.
However, their idea was in the concept stage. Azhar et al. (2011) studied the same concept, and
targeted some of the LEED credits not necessarily related to material selection. With help of other
tools like Virtual Environment (VE), sustainable analysis scenarios were conducted and resulted in
achieving five credits and one prerequisite out of 17 credits and two prerequisites.
Concrete is known for its high emissions since it involves several materials and undergoes
several processes to reach the usable form. A comparison done between concrete and wood frame
for a building in Sweden supports this fact (Lenzen and Treloar 2006). An extended input-output,
in addition to hybrid life cycle analysis (LCA) approaches were used to calculate the energy for
both concrete and wood. Another comparison is made between three different scenarios for
building the same house, but with different frame and cladding each time (Monahan and Powell
2011). First scenario used timber framing and larch cladding, second scenario used timber framing
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with brick cladding, while the third scenario was a conventional masonry cavity wall. The results
showed a 34% carbon emissions reduction in the timber framed house when compared with the
traditional masonry house. In order to save energy as well as CO2 emissions, correct selection of
construction materials should be sought. González and Navarro (2006) conducted a comparison
between three environmentally constructed dwellings in one hand with a hypothetically
conventionally constructed dwelling in Spain. The selection of materials for the three buildings was
based on environmental preference regarding the analysis of life cycle of materials like the “Green
Building Handbook”. The results showed a significant reduction in CO2 emissions by 27.28% due
to the different use of the materials.
Reducing the environmental impact of construction by using local materials was discussed
in Morel et al. (2001). The study found that adopting local materials will decrease the energy use
in building by 215%, the impact of transportation was also decreased by 453%. Cole (1998) tried
to illustrate the difference between three major structural materials (steel, concrete, wood), by
conducting a life cycle assessment in order to compare their environmental indices. Through the
life cycle of the materials, typically, the transportation of workers is ignored. However, the study
showed that it is significant, and adding it to the estimate will increase the proportion of the initial
embodied energy of the project.
Fesanghary et al. (2012) presented Harmony Search (HS) as an optimization tool between
different material alternatives considering cost and carbon emissions as objective functions. Kaveh
and Ahangaran (2012) utilized HS with one objective function (cost) and six decision variables to
find the optimal design of a composite floor system, the results showed significant cost savings.
HS was used also to optimize the sizes of trusses by minimizing their weights (Degertekin 2012),
where area, density and length were the variables. Sivasubramani and Swarup (2011) used HS for
the environmental-economic dispatch problem, they compared the results of the HS with the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II), and results showed how HS produces well
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distributed Pareto fronts than the NSGA-II. The Harmony Search algorithm was selected to be used
in this research

2.3.2. Environmental Certificates
Due to the increasing interest in sustainable design, a quite fair governmental and
international effort has been done in the context of finding solutions to the environmental problems
caused by the construction industry. Rating systems such as (LEED in the U.S., BREEAM in the
U.K.), Governmental regulations and organizations (IPCC and ISO 14064) and international
conferences (Keoto Protocol), help setting the foundations and laws for sustainable design.
However, designers still have to find their own ways to tackle this mission.

2.3.3. Carbon Emissions Calculation, and Inventories
Several researches attempted to calculate carbon emissions associated with building
materials or construction activities for purposes limited to monitoring and visualization. A
framework is presented in Heydarian and Golparvar-Fard (2011), which calculates carbon
emissions associated with construction processes. Fixed video cameras are utilized to track
construction equipment and plot their movement in 2D. The calculations are done through a
machine learning approach, the resulted embodied carbon emissions are then visualized through
4D BIM. Expected and actual carbon footprint of procurement and delivery processes was
calculated in Golparvar-Fard and Memarzadeh (2012) using augmented reality models.
Comparison between the expected and the real carbon footprint was done using carbon footprint
(CFP) Earned Value Analysis, in order to know if the project was on schedule or behind. Heydarian
et al. (2012) studied and monitored earth moving activities using video cameras and action
recognition methods to find the carbon footprint of these activities.
An integrated model from different separate models was presented in Abanda et al. (2010),
including the calculation of embodied energy, embodied carbon footprint, cost and time. The model
tried to reduce the harmful impacts of the construction phase. RICS (2012) represented a method
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to calculate the carbon footprint of materials in the design phase. When multiplying the area or
volume of a component by the corresponding emission factors of the material, the carbon emissions
of this material is obtained. Mah et al. (2011) presented a framework to calculate carbon emissions
in the construction phase for 17 different construction activities that are scheduled in BIM (Vico).
The study discussed two scenarios, constructing in the summer and in the winter, and found out
that emissions in winter are more than the emissions in summer. GIS was used to visualize
embodied carbon emissions for construction processes by generating a 3D surface. the x and y
coordinates are taken from GPS, and the z axis represents the variable studied which is carbon
emissions in this case (Hajibabai et al. 2011).
A sustainable design will not be complete without knowing the effect of construction
materials and construction processes on the environment. Several indexes are used to assess the
environmental effect like carbon emissions, toxicity, renewability, recyclability and reusability.
This kind of information should be known priori to any sustainable design. For this purpose some
inventories have been done to aid designers in their search of proper materials. Geoff Hammond
(2008) is one of these inventories. It provides the embodied carbon emission factors for several
construction materials, in addition to their embodied energy. The study’s boundaries cover the
extraction and manufacturing phases of the material’s life cycle. This inventory was used in this
research in order to calculate the carbon emissions of materials in the preconstruction phase.

2.3.4. Supply Chain Management
Poor material supply chain management results in a considerable amount of material waste.
Hence, in the recent years and with the increasing competition in the construction market,
information technology (IT) is being applied to improve integration process of supply chain
management (Irizarry et al. 2013). In this context, an integrated BIM-GIS tool was developed which
enables construction managers to keep track of the supply chain status. Such a tool might be
efficient for managing transportation costs of the supply chain and for reducing material waste.
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Artenian et al. (2010) used GIS for intelligent route planning, in order to help construction
practitioners find the best concrete batch plants.
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Table 2.1. Matrials Selection Factors Identified in Literature
Factors
CO2 Emissions
Cost
Embodied
Operational
Research
(Wang et al. 2005)

√

(Qi and Chang 2012)

√

√

(Fesanghary et al. 2012)

√

√

√

(Zhu et al. 2006)

√

√

√

√

√

(Basbagill and Lepech
2013)
(Shanian and Savadogo
2006)

Energy

Proximity

Schedule

LEED

√
√

√

√
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√
√
√

(Morel et al. 2001)

√

√*
√

(Cole 1998)

Dimensions

√**

√

González and Navarro
2006)

(Pearce et al.)

Thermal

√

(Harris 1999)

(Castro-Lacouture et al.
2009),(Barnes and Castrolacouture 2009)

Mechanical
(structural
stability)

√

√

√

(Lenzen and Treloar
2006)

√

(Basbagill et al. 2013)

√

(Monahan and Powell
2011)

√

√
(maintenance)

*proximity is already included in LEED

√

√
**Co2 is used for energy simulation

Table 2.2. Assisting Tools for Sustainable Design Identified in Literature

Tools

Environmental

Drafting

BIM

LCA
SimaPro

ATHENA

eQuest

LCA
Gabi

BEES

Geographic

Independent
Equations

CFP
Inventories

Google
Maps

Cost Information

RSMeans

Local
Directories

Research
(Wang et al. 2005)
(Zhu et al. 2006)
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(Fesanghary et al.
2012)
(Qi and Chang
2012)
(Basbagill and
Lepech 2013)
(Basbagill et al.
2013)
(Bank et al. 2011)

√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√

√

√

(Monahan and
Powell 2011)

√

√

√

(Castro-Lacouture
et al. 2009)
(Cole 1998)

√

√

√

√

√
√

Table 2.3. Multi Objective Optimization Algorithms Identified in Literature to Aid Sustainable Design
MOOA
Genetic
Algorithms

Evolutionary
Algorithms

Harmony
Search

Research

24

(Wang et al.
2005),(Zhu et al.
2006),(Basbagill
and Lepech 2013)
(Fragiadakis et al.
2006)
(Fesanghary et al.
2012)
(Sivasubramani and
Swarup 2011)
(Kaveh and
Ahangaran 2012)
(Qi and Chang
2012)
(Shanian and
Savadogo 2006)
(Castro-Lacouture
et al. 2009)
(Pearce et al.)
(FernandezCeniceros et al.
2013b)

Simple
Additive
Weight

Decision
Matrices

Mixed
Integer

Rational
Actor

Artificial
Neural
Networks

√

√

√

√
√
√
√
√

Table 2.4. Research Scope Considerations Identified in Literature
Phases
Transportation
Preconstruction
Construction
Research
to Jobsite

Operational
Occupation

√

√

(Fesanghary et al. 2012)

√

√

√

√

(Qi and Chang 2012)

√

√

√

(Fragiadakis et al. 2006)
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(Basbagill and Lepech
2013) (Basbagill et al.
2013)
(González and Navarro
2006)
(Castro-Lacouture et al.
2009)

Demolition

Recycle/Reuse/Landfill

√

√

√

cooling)
√ (damages
after
earthquakes)

√
√

√
√

Depends on the LEED credit studied

√

(Cole 1998)
(Fernandez-Ceniceros et
al. 2013b)
(Monahan and Powell
2011)

Maintenance

√ (heating and

√

(Wang et al. 2005)

End of Life

√
√

√
√

√

√

√

2.4. Limitations of the Existing Work
Despite the significant number previous efforts to create sustainable design, recent survey
showed that 48% of construction practitioners have no idea about any tool that aids in the selection
of green materials. 28% mentioned LEED, BREEAM, USGBC amongst others, as a mean for
selection. The remaining 24% said they had no reliable system, but searching different websites to
find the best fit. This indicates problems with the existing tools. Some of these identified problems
are (Ogunkah and Yang 2012):
 Existing tools do not filter or compare local or recycled materials;
 Existing tools do not provide a list of recycled or local materials;
 Existing tools lack a detailed level of performance comparison;
 Even LEED, with its wide consensus, is centered only around American products which
makes it sometimes not appropriate to other regions;
 Quickly outdated.
For a more detailed and specific look at some of the reviewed researches, we identified the
following limitations:
 More emphasizes has been placed on preconstruction and construction phases, other phases
like operations and maintenance and the demolition were ignored because they were considered
insignificant in terms of carbon emissions;
 More emphasizes was also placed on energy and envelop materials. Energy simulation and
material selection had more attention than the study of the effect of this selection on the overall
project’s carbon emissions;
 Suppliers’ selection was ignored in the previous and existing studies. Besides the designers’
need to find the most suitable materials, there is also a need to determine the most suitable
material supplier from the available suppliers’ options. The importance of investigating the
supplier selection issue is that when a supplier is selected for his low cost material,
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other aspects might not be satisfying such as this suppliers’ distance, his materials quality, or
the environmental properties of his materials. This might cause some problems like increasing
the total projects’ carbon emissions, increasing transportation costs or future disputes because
of the low quality of the used materials;
 Integration of algorithms rather than system modeling. The integration of several algorithm
to solve a problem might give a solution to the problem, but it will not give the true picture and
behavior of the problem.
Based on those limitations, some opportunities for improvement were identified:
 A modeling methodology that addresses all key phases of construction projects. At the same
time, this modeling methodology will consider the influence of suppliers selection on the cost
and carbon emission of materials;
 A Framework to aid designers select the most suitable materials based on the developed
methodology. This framework must have some basic considerations in order to achieve the
intended objectives. Such considerations include:
o

A visual platform to be able to select the desired building components, this platform

is represented by AutoDesk Revit;
o

Dependable resources for cost and carbon emissions information, RSMeans can

provide a valuable resource for materials cost information, in addition to some carbon
emissions computations;
o

Initial carbon emissions factors can be obtained from the previous discussed

inventory (Geoff Hammond 2008);
o

Other considerations are a platform for selecting suppliers;

o

An effective optimization means and a consideration of some materials’ selection-

related LEED credits. These requirements are briefly described below:
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 Multi Objective Optimization Algorithm: Harmony Search (HS)
Harmony Search is a relatively new metaheuristic multi-objective optimization
algorithm, which was developed by Geem et al. (2001). This algorithm is inspired by music
composing. In the process of searching for better harmony, a jazz musician tries to improvise
and tests every improvisation by its aesthetic standard. In the same way an optimization process
intends to find the best solution by testing every possible solution by a predetermined criteria.
This improvisation process has three options:
-

Playing a famous piece that the musician already memorizes;

-

Playing something similar to what he memorizes;

-

Composing new or random notes.

The Harmony Search algorithm was formulated based on the above options.
The basic three components of the algorithm correspondent to those three options are:
Harmony Memory Consideration Rate (HMCR), Pitch Adjustment Rate (PAR), and
Randomization (rand). HMCR determines the convergence speed of the algorithm. If it is too
low the algorithm converges faster because it is considering the best harmonies only, and vice
versa. Typically, HMCR values ranges between 0.7 and 0.95. The goal of using the PAR is to
slightly change each selected solution vector, to generate a new solution that can be considered
in the next iteration. rand is used to increase the diversity of the solution, basically it determines
the probability of selecting a decision variable from the possible range of values, rather than
from the harmony memory (Yang 2009). Thus:
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 1 − 𝐻𝑀𝐶𝑅
Some of the HS advantages are (Shukla and Anand 2011):
1- It doesn’t require setting initial values for the variables;
2- Variables can be continuous as well as discrete;
3-

It converges to the optimal solution faster than other algorithms like Genetic Algorithms

and Simulated Annealing;
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4- No complicated calculus is required, only random numbers;
5- Gives a global optimal solution, unlike other methods that get stuck at local minima.
6- Flexible, generates a new solution vector after considering all the existing solutions
(Fesanghary et al. 2012).
HS can be used in a lot of disciplines, Engineering take the biggest share followed by Power
and Energy, Water/Wastewater Management and Robotics (Manjarres et al. 2013).
 LEED rating system (USGBC 2009a)
After it formation in 1993, the U.S. Green Building council (USGBC) sensed the need
for a system that defines and measures green buildings. Work on this project started by a
committee formed from a diverse back grounds (architects, real estate agents, a building owner,
a lawyer, an environmentalist, and industry representatives). Several versions of the system
were issued, and as it evolved and matured, it included rating new and existing commercial,
institutional, and residential buildings. The rating system is organized into five environmental
categories: Sustainable Sites, Water Efficiency, Energy and Atmosphere, Materials and
Resources, and Indoor Environmental Quality. Each of these categories has a number of credits,
each credit has a weight based on its potential environmental impact. A building is given
specific points for satisfying each credit. The final result is a weighted average that determines
whether this building can be awarded a LEED certificate or not.
Google Maps
Google Maps as a supplier selection platform can be used instead of GIS, since Google
Maps doesn’t require much training and it’s less expensive. Google Maps and GIS both have
low ability to be integrated with BIM. However, Google Maps offers non-technical users (such
as designers or contractors in their search of materials’ suppliers) a reduced set of GIS
functionality via a simple web browser interface.
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2.5. Conclusion
Although the previous work had added a lot to the literature and established a strong base for
sustainable design, some opportunities for improvement still exist. This chapter identified the
sustainable building requirements in general. The chapter concluded by describing the key
considerations of an integral material selection framework.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
3.1. Introduction
This chapter describes the development of an integral framework and algorithm that will help
designers make the optimal selection of building materials considering a tradeoff between cost and
carbon emission. The framework integrates a modified Harmony Search algorithm with AutoDesk
Revit and Google Maps. The modified Harmony Search algorithm is based on a developed
mathematical model that computes the cost and carbon emissions of building materials, in a manner
that takes into consideration, the subjective opinion of the designer when selecting suitable material
suppliers.

3.2. Problem Formulation
This research addresses the problem of sustainable building design, and how sustainable
design may contradict with the initial cost of the project. The proposed solution involves an
optimization process which uses Harmony Search to select the optimal building materials, in addition
to selecting the optimal material supplier from a set of suppliers obtained using Google Maps. The
solution also involves utilizing Revit as a platform organizing material and project related
information such as LEED considerations, material cost and emission rate, and project location. In
order to implement the proposed solution, the following are the basic considerations for this research:

3.2.1. Building Design Factors under Study
Figure 2.2 shows the overall factors of sustainable design. Of these factors, this research
considers only cost and sustainability (Figure 3.1). These two factors represent the objective functions
of the used optimization algorithm.

3.2.2. Building Components under Study
Since the framework is intended to represent a practical process, especially from a designer
point of view, designers were consulted and asked about building components that they think the
most important and should be taken into consideration. The designers also provided information
about the possible types of materials often used in building projects. At the same time, since the
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project model is used as a starting point, and RSMeans to obtain the needed information for
cost/carbon emission calculations, the selection of the studied components and materials had to be
compliant with both the families in Revit and the Master Format divisions in RSMeans.
Some of the studied components have alternatives consisting of a single material (or sold as
a whole unit), such as doors, and those are called types representing the lowest level of the breakdown
for those components. Other components such as walls have alternatives that consist of multiple
materials; for those components, the breakdown will be: component → type →material. This means
the material is the lowest level of the breakdown in this case. Hence, in this research when
‘type/material’ is mentioned, it refers to these two divisions of components. Table 3.2 shows the
detailed breakdown of all the components and their types/materials, considered in this study.

3.2.3. LEED Credits under Study
The use of local and recycled building materials has been argued to offer the advantage of
reducing CO2 emissions, producing healthier buildings, in addition to strengthening the local
economy (Ogunkah and Yang 2012). Although the developed framework is not majorly oriented to
accomplish LEED credits, two credits in the ‘Material and Resources’ category of the LEED rating
system were considered (Table 3.1). These credits are:
 Credit 4: The recycled content
This credit could be accomplished by giving a high ‘Environmental Consideration’ score for
suppliers that supply recycled/reused materials.
 Credit 5: The regional materials
This credit could be accomplished by looking for the supplier in 500 miles range around the
project’s location, and give a higher ‘Distance’ score for the closer supplier. Table 3.2
explains these two credits in more detail.
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Table 3.1. LEED Credits Considered in this Research (USGBC 2009b)
Number
Credit
Intent
of points

Requirements

Minimum percentage materials
recycled for each point threshold
1 point

To increase demand for building
= 10% of the total value based on

Credit 4:
products that incorporate recycled

cost

recycled
content materials, thereby reducing
content

Minimum percentage materials
impacts resulting from extraction and
recycled for each point threshold
2 points

processing of virgin materials
= 20% of the total value based on
cost
Minimum percentage regional
To increase demand for building
materials for each point threshold

1 point

materials and products that are
= 10% of the total value based on

Credit 5:

extracted and manufactured within

regional

the region, thereby supporting the use

materials

of indigenous resources and reducing

cost
Minimum percentage regional
materials for each point threshold
2 points

the environmental impacts resulting
= 20% of the total value based on
from transportation
cost
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Cost

Sustainability

Figure 3.1. Factors Considered in this Research

Table 3.2. A Breakdown of Materials Considered in this Research
Components
Types
Materials
Wood stud 1

Wood stud+ plywood sheathing + alum. Veneer

Wood stud 2

Wood stud+ plywood sheathing + steel veneer

Wood stud 3

Wood stud+ plywood sheathing + brick veneer

Wood stud 4

Wood stud+ plywood sheathing +stone veneer

Masonry 1

Brick blocks +plywood sheathing+ alum. Veneer

Masonry 2

Brick blocks +plywood sheathing+ steel veneer

Masonry 3

Brick blocks +plywood sheathing+ brick veneer

Masonry 4

Brick blocks +plywood sheathing+ stone veneer

Masonry 5

CMU blocks +plywood sheathing+ alum. Veneer

Masonry 6

CMU blocks +plywood sheathing+ steel veneer

Exterior walls
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Table 3.2. – Continued
Masonry 7

CMU blocks +plywood sheathing+ brick veneer

Masonry 8

CMU blocks +plywood sheathing+ stone veneer

Metal stud 1

Metal stud +plywood + alum. Veneer

Metal stud 2

Metal stud +plywood + steel veneer

Metal stud 3

Metal stud +plywood + brick veneer

Metal stud 4

Metal stud +plywood + stone veneer
Precast panels

Cast in place 1

Concrete + ply wood sheathing + alum. Veneer

Cast in place 2

Concrete + ply wood sheathing + steel veneer

Cast in place 3

Concrete + ply wood sheathing + brick veneer

Cast in place 4

Concrete + ply wood sheathing + stone veneer

Interior 1

0.5 in. regular GB + wood stud

Interior 2

0.5 in. fire resistant GB + wood stud

Interior 3

0.5 in. regular GB + metal stud

Interior 4

0.5 in. fire resistant GB + metal stud

Interior 5

5/8 in. regular GB + wood stud

Interior 6

5/8 in. fire resistant GB + wood stud

Interior 7

5/8 in. regular GB +metal stud

Interior 8

0.5 in. fire resistant GB + metal stud

Interior walls

Curtain walls

Single glazed
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Table 3.2. – Continued
Double glazed
Storefront
Translucent
Wood framed 1

Wood beam+ plywood sheathing + bamboo flooring

Wood framed 2

Wood beam+ plywood sheathing + brick flooring

Wood framed 3

Wood beam+ plywood sheathing + stone flooring

Wood framed 4

Wood beam+ plywood sheathing + parquet flooring

Wood truss 1

Wood truss + plywood sheathing + bamboo flooring

Wood truss 2

Wood truss + plywood sheathing + brick flooring

Wood truss 3

Wood truss + plywood sheathing + stone flooring

Wood truss 4

Wood truss + plywood sheathing + parquet flooring

Metal truss

Metal Truss + metal Deck + concrete Topping

Floor

Concrete deck + plywood sheathing + bamboo
Concrete deck
flooring
Concrete deck

Concrete deck + plywood sheathing + brick flooring

Concrete deck

Concrete deck + plywood sheathing + stone flooring

Precast plank

Concrete deck + plywood sheathing + parquet
flooring
Precast Plank + concrete Topping

Wide flange beam

Wide flange beam + metal deck + concrete topping

Concrete deck

Embossed panel steel
Exterior doors

embossed half glass steel
Flush Aluminum
Fiber glass
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Table 3.2. – Continued
French
Aluminum framed sliding
Wood framed sliding
Metal bi-fold
Wood bi-fold
Interior doors
Wood hard board hollow core
Wood lauan hollow core
Aluminum casement
Aluminum single hung
Aluminum sliding
Steel double hung
Wood awning
windows

Wood casement
Wood double hung
Plastic vinyl single hung
Plastic vinyl double hung
Vinyl casement
Fiberglass single hung
0.5 in. brass
0.5 in. plastic

Plumbing pipes

0.5 in. steel
0.5 in. Stainless steel
0.5 in. copper

Table 3.2. – Continued
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Table 3.2. – Continued
2 in. cast iron
Aluminum alloy under 100 lb.
Galvanized steel under 200 lb.
HVAC ducts
Stainless steel under 100 lb.
Fibrous-glass 1” thick

3.2.4. The Considered Project Phases
The research excludes the operational phase and final destination of desolated materials
(landfill, recycle, and reuse). The remaining project phases (identified below) were considered in
computing the cost and carbon emission. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the breakdown of the phases
considered. The parts with dashed lines indicate the unconsidered phases.
1- Preconstruction phase: This phase includes the stages of extracting the raw materials, taking them
to the factories and finally processing and manufacturing them to their final useful shape, in addition
to transferring them to the construction site.
2- Construction phase: This phase includes all the construction processes that these materials go
through. The carbon emissions in this phase are mostly considered small compared to the emissions
generated by the manufacturing phase. Consequentially, they were poorly discussed in literature. This
phase also includes the commuting of site workers. The emissions generated from commuting
represents a large proportion of the total construction energy. (Cole 1999) .
3- Operational phase: This phase starts as soon as the occupants use the facility and ends when the
facility life time is over. Maintenance processes were considered only in this research.
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4- End of life phase: This phase includes the demolition and post-demolition processes of the
facility. Demolition processes were considered only in this research.

Figure 3.2. A Breakdown of the Project Phases with its Associated Costs

Figure 3.3. A Breakdown of the Projects Phases with its Associated Carbon Emissions
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3.2.5. Cost and Carbon Emissions Calculations
For a specific building material, values of cost and carbon emissions can be calculated
regarding each of the previous mentioned phases. Next is an illustration of the computation process
for the resources in the equations. Appendix A shows the cost and carbon emissions computations
for all the studied materials.


Cost computations:
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝐶 = 𝐶1 + 𝐶2 + 𝐶3 + 𝐶4

(3.1)

Where:
- C1: is the material unit cost in the preconstruction phase;
- C2: is the material unit cost in the construction phase;
- C3: is the material unit cost in the maintenance phase;
- C4: in the material unit cost in the demolition phase.
𝐶1 = 𝐶𝑖 + 𝐶𝑡1
$

𝐶𝑖 (𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 ) : 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙: 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑅𝑆𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 (Figure 3.4)

(3.1.1)
(3.1.1.1)

Figure 3.4. RSMeans Page Showing the Unit Bare Cost of Materials
𝐶𝑡1 (

$
) : 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑜 𝑗𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 = 𝐶𝑡 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
1
∗ 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
𝑀𝑃𝐺
=
∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑘

Where:
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(3.1.1.2)

- Ct: is the transportation cost constant term for a specific material.
- Distance: is the distance between the job site and a specific material supplier. This
distance is found by Google Maps (mile).
- 1/MPG: the reciprocal of ‘mile per gallon’ for the truck that carries the materials to
the jobsite. Assuming a specific type of trucks transferring the materials, a value given
by a manufacturer is 1/6 (Gal/mile).
- Unit fuel price for diesel vehicles (trucks) ($/gal).
𝐶2 = 𝐶𝑙 + 𝐶𝑒

(3.1.2)

Where:
-

Cl: is the cost of labor constructing the material

-

Ce: is the cost of equipment constructing a material
$
𝐶𝑙 (
) : 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟 = 𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑗𝑜𝑏 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
$
𝐶𝑙 (
) : 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
1
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑠 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝑀𝑃𝐺 ∗ 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
= 𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒 + (
)
𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡

(3.1.2.1)

Where:
- Wage: the wage for workers constructing a material. The wage is taken from
RSMeans ($). (Figure 3.5)
- Number of laborers: the number of workers constructing the materials. This is taken
from the crew information in the RSMeans ($). (Figures 3.6 and 3.7.1)
- Distance: the commuting distance of workers to the jobsite. assumed to be 50 miles
(mile) (Cole 1998)
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- 1/MPG: the reciprocal of the ‘mile per gallon’ for passenger vehicles (gal/mile) (BTS
2012).
- Unit fuel price: for gas vehicles ($/gal)
- Daily output: the quantity of material constructed per day. This is taken directly from
the RSMeans (unit) (Figure 3.7.2)

Figure 3.5. RSMeans Page Showing the 'Cost of Labor' Column

Figure 3.6. RSMeans Page Showing the 'Crew Information'

Figure 3.7. RSMeans Page Showing the 'Crew Type (1)' and the 'Daily Output (2)'
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$

𝐶𝑒 (𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 ) : 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡: 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑅𝑆𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 (Figure 3.8) (3.1.2.2)

Figure 3.8. RSMeans Page Showing the 'Cost of Equipment'

$

𝐶3 (𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 ) = 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑆𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠. (Figure 3.9)

(3.1.3)

Figure 3.9. RSMeans Page Showing the 'Maintenance Information' for a Material

$

𝐶4 (𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 ) = 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑅𝑆𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 (Figure 3.10)

(3.1.4)

Figure 3.10. RSMeans Page Showing the 'Demolition Information' for a Material



Carbon emissions computations:
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𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝐶𝐸 = 𝐸1 + 𝐸2 + 𝐸3 + 𝐸4

(3.2)

Where:

- E1: is the material unit carbon emissions in the preconstruction phase;
- E2: is the material unit carbon emissions in the construction phase;
- E3: is the material unit carbon emissions in the maintenance phase;
- E4: in the material unit carbon emissions in the demolition phase.
𝐸1 (

𝐾𝑔 𝐶𝑂2
) = 𝐸𝑖 + 𝐸𝑡1
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡

(3.2.1)

𝐸𝑖 ∶ 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 ∗
𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

(3.2.1.1)

Where:
- Weight: the weight of one unit of the studied material (kg). Weights are obtained
either online or by calling suppliers.
- Material emission factor: determines the amount of emissions resulting from the
extraction and manufacturing of 1 Kg of a specific material. This is obtained from
(Geoff Hammond 2008) (Kg Co2/Kg)
𝐸𝑡1 (

𝐾𝑔 𝐶𝑂2
) = 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑗𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 ′ 𝑠 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 = 𝐸𝑡 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
1
∗ 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∗ 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
𝑀𝑃𝐺
=
∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑘

(3.2.1.2)

Where:
- Et: is the transportation emissions constant term for a specific material.
- Distance: distance of transporting materials from the supplier to the jobsite for a
specific material. This is found by Google Maps for a specific supplier (mile).
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- 1/MPG: the reciprocal of the ‘mile per gallon’ for the truck carrying the material.
Assuming a specific type of trucks transferring the materials, a value given by a
manufacturer is 1/6 (gal/mile).
- Emission rate: for truck carrying the material (Kg CO2/gal). this is obtained from
(Frey et al. 2010)
𝐸2 = 𝐸𝑙 + 𝐸𝑒
𝐸𝑙 (
=

(3.2.2)

𝐾𝑔 𝐶𝑂2
) = 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜 𝑗𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑠 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡

(3.2.2.1)

Where:
- Number of laborers: the number of workers constructing the material. This is taken
from the crew information in the RSMeans (FigureS 3.6 and 3.7.1)
- Distance: distance of workers commuting to the jobsite. assumed to be 50 miles
(mile) (Cole 1998)
- Emission rate: for passenger cars (Kg Co2/mile) (EPA 2008)
- Daily output: the quantity of material constructed per day. This is obtained directly
from RSMeans (Figure 3.7.2)

𝐸𝑒 (

𝐾𝑔 𝐶𝑂2
) = 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
= (

8 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑦
) ∗ 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡
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(3.2.2.2)

Where:
- Daily output: the quantity of material constructed per day. This is obtained directly
from RSMeans. (Figure 3.7.2)
- Emission rate for equipment: obtained from (Frey et al. 2010), based on the crew
information in RSMeans (Kg CO2/h). (Figure 3.6)
- Work hours for one unit of the material = 8 work hours daily/ daily output. (Cole
1998).

𝐸3 (

𝐾𝑔 𝐶𝑂2
8 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑦
)=(
) ∗ 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡

(3.2.3)

Where:
-

Daily output: the quntity of material maintained per day (Figure 3.9).

-

Emisson rate: of the maintance equipment, obtained from (Frey et al. 2010)

𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐸4 (

𝐾𝑔 𝐶𝑂2
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡

)= (

8 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑦
𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡

) ∗ 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

Where:
- Daily output: the quntity of material demolitioed per day (Figure 3.10)
- Emission rate: of the demolition equipment, obtained from (Frey et al. 2010)
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(3.2.4)

3.3. The Framework
Figure 3.11 represents the proposed framework.

Figure 3.11. The Proposed Framework
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The framework consists of several units, each of which are described below:

3.3.1. Revit
Revit is the starting point of this framework. With a Revit model, different material types can
be embedded into any building component. In order to distinguish between the types related to each
considered component, we attempted to add new property parameters to the project. These parameters
will appear in every component type’s properties, and then one can assign a desired value. Figure
3.12 shows these parameters.

Figure 3.12. The Added Parameters for a Type of a Specific Component
The parameters are:
- CE Analysis: This is a Yes/No parameter, and it indicates whether this type of a specific component
is considered in the analysis or not.
- LEED: This parameter is also a Yes/No parameter and it indicates whether the type of a specific
component is considered for LEED considerations or not.
- Select Category: This is a numeric parameter, and it allows for assigning each component to its
types.
Using the Project Information tab, other information such as the project address could be
embedded in Revit. This will enable computation of the supplier distance to the project site
Note: Revit and other illustrated processes above do not actually affect the later analysis processes.
It was illustrated here only to show how the work flow for future development of an automated tool.
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3.3.2. Google Maps
The role of Google Maps in this framework is to find suppliers for each type of a component
added and considered in the Revit model. If the type of a component is considered for LEED, then
the search will be in the 500 mile range recommended for the Regional Materials credit in LEED, if
not, the range is open. By typing the name of any desired type/material of a component in Google
Maps, one can review the search results for potential type/material suppliers. By reviewing each
supplier’s website, the address and the environmental considerations can be obtained to be used in
the equations. For each type/material of a specific component, three suppliers are considered in the
analysis.

3.3.3. Rating suppliers
After finding and choosing the suppliers, the suppliers have to be rated. To evaluate and rate
suppliers, we need to establish a set of criterions by which we can compare suppliers. In order to do
this, we searched literature to find the most influential supplier criterions, and we got the following
results (Figure 3.13)
Quality comes first with the highest percentage; Cost comes third; Distance and
Environmental Considerations have the lowest percentages. Based on that, we again see the urgent
need to change the typical construction practices that rely on cost as a dominated factor for selection
of materials and their suppliers. These four criterion were selected to be considered in the analysis.
Suppliers will be rated according to their degree of satisfaction to these criterions. The selected
criterions are briefly described as follows:
- Cost: Cost refers to the piece-part prices of the type/material of a component determined by the
supplier. (Liu et al. 2000);
- Distance: Distance in this context is the distance between the supplier and the jobsite. It is studied
because it affects freight charges (Liu et al. 2000), in addition to contributing to the overall carbon
emissions of the project.
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Figure 3.13. Literature Identified Supplier Selection Criterions
- Quality: Quality management is considered important especially the following: , quality control
tool used, defect rates, quality certifications and quality control inspection methods of the
supplier(Bayazit et al. 2006).
- Environmental considerations: This criteria determines whether the materials offered by the
supplier contains a recycled or reused content, or whether he has any other environmental certificates
for his materials (Sarkis 2009; Wong et al. 2012 and Dobos 2012).
Likert scale was used as the scaling system. Likert scale is based on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1
means ‘not preferred’, and 5 means ‘mostly preferred’ (Table 3.3). This scaling system was
previously adopted by (Egeröd and Nordling 2010 and Stueland 2004). To find the final score of a
supplier, each criterion is assigned a weight (0-1) based on the designer needs. For each supplier, a
criterion is assigned a rate between 1 and 5 based on the designer’s degree of satisfaction.
Table 3.3. Guideline for Supplier Rates (Egeröd and Nordling 2010)
Point
Grade
Description
Demonstrates substantially excellent
performance, and has been in the
5

Exceptional
excellence category for last 12
months
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Table 3.3. – Continued
Exceeds company’s and customer’s
expectations, demonstrates extra
4

Excellence
effort, and is superior to vast
majority of suppliers

3

Good

2

Acceptable

Meets the company’s expectations
Meets company’s minimum
requirements
Does not meet the company’s and

1

customer’s minimum acceptable

Poor

level

3.3.4. Database
The database was designed to store the following types of information in different tables:
-

Components and materials; from Revit

-

Computations of the cost and carbon emission of the components’ types and materials;

-

Supplier’s addresses their distances and criterion scores And

-

Options for each component. This will be the final result of the preprocessing stage
(described in the later part of this chapter). Figure 3.14 shows the database structure.

3.3.5. Multi Objective Optimization
The selected multi objective optimization algorithm for this research is the Harmony Search
algorithm. However, in order to account for the special nature of the problem -which is having a
multi-layer breakdown for the components, an intermediate stage had to be added. This stage is
referred to as ‘Preprocessing’. To more clarify the nature of the multi-layer breakdown problem,
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Figure 3.15 shows the breakdown of a sample component, compared to the requirement of the
Harmony Search algorithm. Section 3.4 will elaborate more on the developed algorithm.

3.3.6. Integration Base
All the utilized codes are written using C# programming language from Visual Studio 2010.

Figure 3.14. Database Structure

Figure 3.15. Current State of the Problem, Compared to Harmony Search Requirement
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To clarify the implementation of the framework, an information flow chart is provided in
Figure 3.16. The information flow is a chart that illustrates the movement of the information between
the different units of the framework.

Figure 3.16. Information Flow
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3.4. The Developed Algorithm
The utilized algorithm is a multi-objective optimization algorithm which consist of two
distinct parts: the Preprocessing and Harmony Search. Table 3.4 represents the pseudo code of the
developed algorithm. The Full code is provided in Appendix B.

3.4.1. Preprocessing
The preprocessing stage is an intermediate stage that takes place after all the information in
the database are ready, and before the optimization process. The aim of this stage is to organize the
options for each component in a way that is acceptable to the Harmony Search, as shown earlier in
Figure 3.15. This is done by finding the enumerated combinations between each type/material of a
component and suppliers. Figure 3.17 illustrates the mechanism of preprocessing, with a sample
component such as curtain walls. In this example, having two types for this component with three
suppliers for each, we ended up with six final options.
The second aim of the preprocessing stage is to calculate the cost and carbon emissions for
each generated option in a way that incorporates the suppliers’ scores. For this purpose, equations
3.1, 3.2 were modified to equations 3.3 and 3.4. The results of those two equations will be utilized
by the Harmony Search for optimization. The difference between equations 3.3, 3.4 and equations
3.1, 3.2 is the incorporating of the suppliers’ scores in the calculations. This is done to account for
the effect of the supplier rating and selection. These equations were constructed as a weighted sum
of the partial cost/carbon emissions, and were based on the following logics:
-

Dividing the initial cost by the cost criterion rate: that means when a supplier has a good
price, the score will be high. This will decrease the initial cost, and in turn reduce the total
value. Thus, making this material more probable to be chosen as an optimal solution
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Figure 3.37. Illustrating the Preprocessing with an Example of Curtain Walls

-

Dividing the transportation cost by the distance criterion rate: The transportation cost is
directly related to the distance of supplier from the jobsite. In the same way, if the supplier
is close, he will get a higher rate, which will decrease the transportation cost, and make the
material more probable to be chosen as an optimal solution.

-

Dividing the total cost by the quality criterion rate: The quality affects the cost. If a material
has a good quality, it will probably have a higher cost. Also if it has a good quality, it may
be easy constructed, easy demolished and maintained. This will save time, cost, and
emissions.

-

Dividing the initial carbon emissions by the environmental considerations criterion rate:
There is a difference in initial carbon emissions between the virgin and recycled/reused
materials. As such, if the supplier provides products with recycled/reused materials, he will
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get a high score and that will reduce the initial carbon emissions. Hence, this material will
probably be selected as an optimal solution.
𝐶𝑖
𝐶 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
+ 𝐶𝑜 + 𝑡
𝑤𝐶 ∗ 𝑠𝑐𝑐
𝑤𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑐𝑑
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 =
𝑤𝑞 ∗ 𝑠𝑐𝑞

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 =

𝐸𝑖
𝐸𝑡 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
+ 𝐸𝑜 +
𝑤𝑒 ∗ 𝑠𝑐𝑒
𝑤𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑐𝑑

(3.3)

(3.4)

Where:
- Ci: is the initial cost of the material
- Co = C2 + C3 + C4, which were explained earlier.
- Ct*distance: is the transportation cost.
- wc: weight assigned for the Cost criteria
- scc: score given to a supplier for the Cost criteria
- wd: weight assigned for the distance criteria
- scd: score given to a supplier for the Distance criteria
- wq: weight assigned to the Quality criteria
- Scq: score given to a supplier for the Quality criteria
- Ei: initial carbon emissions of a material.
- Eo= E2 + E3 + E4, which were explained earlier.
- Et*distance: is the transportation carbon emissions
- we: weight assigned for the Environmental Considerations criteria
- sce: score given to a supplier for the Environmental Consideration criteria
Note: equations 3.3 and 3.4 represent a type of a component with one material. In the case of
components which have types with multiple materials, the equations become:
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𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝐶𝑡 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑤𝐶 ∗ 𝑠𝑐𝑐 + 𝐶𝑜 + 𝑤𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑐𝑑
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = ∑(
)𝑗
𝑤𝑞 ∗ 𝑠𝑐𝑞
𝑚

(3.5)

𝑗=1

𝑚

𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 = ∑ (
𝑗=1

𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝐸𝑡 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
+ 𝐸𝑜 +
)𝑗
𝑤𝑒 ∗ 𝑠𝑐𝑒
𝑤𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑐𝑑

(3.6)

Where:
- m: is the number of materials constituting a type of a component, a metal stud external wall
for example, has three materials

3.4.2. Harmony Search Multi Objective Optimization (HS)
The requirements of Harmony Search optimization algorithm are:
-

Variables:

The variables are the target components that the study will cover and are shown in Table 3.1.
-

Boundaries for each variable:

These will be determined by the number of the final options resulting from the preprocessing stage.
-

Objective functions:

Since Harmony search is a multi-objective optimization algorithm, we can embed as much objective
as we want. However, this study considers two objective functions, as mentioned earlier in section
3.2.1.
 The cost function:
The ultimate cost of the design will be the sum of total costs of all the selected options by the HS
algorithm
𝑛

min 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖
𝑖=1

Where:
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(3.7)

-

n = number of variables

-

Ci = the total cost of the chosen alternative of a specific variable, this is not to be confused with

Ci: the initial cost of a material.

 The carbon emissions function:
The ultimate carbon emission for a design will be the sum of the total carbon emissions of all selected
options by the HS algorithm
𝑛

min 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 = ∑ 𝐶𝐸𝑖

(3.8)

𝑖=1

Where:
-

n = the number of variables

-

CEi = the total carbon emissions for the chosen alternative of a specific variable

Table 3.4. The Developed Algorithm's Pseudo Code (Adapted from (Fesanghary et al. 2012))
Begin
//create a dataset
open connection with the database
initiate variables
read components table
read materials table
read suppliers table
read types table
//fill tables from the database
close connection

Table 3.4. – Continued
for each component
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for each type
for each material
for each supplier
generate an option
end for
add to the options table
end for
for each option
total cost for each option = ((ci / wc_scc) + co + (ct * distance / wd_scd)) / wq_scq
total carbon emissions for each option = (Ei / we_sce) + E0 + (Et * distance / wd_scd)
total real cost for each option = ci + co + ct * distance
total real carbon emissions for each option = Ei + E0 + Et * distance
save results to the database
end for
end for
end for
start Harmony Search
Initiate_parameters()
Initialize_HM()
do{
for (I = 1 to number of decision variables N)
if (rand() < PHMCR)/* (memory consideration) */
X[I] will be randomly chosen from the HM
If (rand()< PPAR)/* (pitch adjustment) */
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Table 3.4. – Continued
X[I] = X[I] ± Δ
end if
else/* (random selection) */
X[I] = XLB[I] + rand() * (XUB[I] - XLB[I])
end if
end for
/* evaluate the fitness of each vector */
fitness_X = evaluate_fitness(X)
update_memory (X , fitness_X)/ * update HM if applicable */
}while(not_termination)
print_final_solution()
End
*The basic Harmony Search algorithm is obtained from (Fesanghary et al. 2012), and was modified to suit the current
problem

3.4.3. Algorithm Validation
Any developed algorithm have to be validated in order to make sure that it is working
properly and it is giving accurate results. There are different test functions which are used to test
multi objective optimization algorithms. The selected test function in this research is a function called
Schaffer’s Min-Min test function (Yang 2013), it is represented by two objective functions and one
decision variable. This function was chosen because it does not have constraints which correlated
with the basic Harmony Search algorithm that was utilized in this research. Figures 3.18 shows a
comparison between the real optimal solutions of the test function and the solution obtained from the
model. Since the two charts are pretty similar, that means that the developed algorithm is validated
and it is working properly:
𝑓1 (𝑥) = 𝑥 2
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(4.1)

𝑓2 (𝑥) = (𝑥 − 2)2

(4.2)

Where:
f1(x): is the first objective function which replaces the cost function in the model
f2(x): is the second objective function which replaces the carbon emissions function in the
model
x: is the decision variable: 103 > x > -103

Figure 3.18. Validation of the Algorithm. Left: the Real Solution of the Test Function
(Wikipedia 2012) . Right: Solution Obtained from Applying the Test Function on the
Developed Algorithm

3.5. Conclusion
This chapter described the methodology adopted in this research. The steps of incorporating
Revit into the materials selection process were discussed in relation to the developed framework..
The utilized computation and their resources were also explained in detail. The two last sections
described the steps of developing and implementing the framework, in addition to presenting the
presenting the steps of developing the utilized optimization algorithm.
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CHAPTER 4: CASE STUDY
4.1. Introduction
The proposed framework is implemented on a hypothetical Revit model for an educational
building. The building was assumed to be located in Kalamazoo, MI. The building consists of exterior
masonry walls, double glazed curtain walls, precast plank with a concrete topping floor, double
glazed curtain walls exterior doors, hard board wood interior doors, fixed wood framed windows and
metal stud- plaster board interior wall, with a total area of 7890 m2. Figure 4.1 shows a view of the
used model. This model is going to be used to illustrate the implementation process based on the
following system architecture. (Figure 4.2)

Figure 4.1. A General View of the Model
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4.2. Implementation Process
4.2.1. Entering Project’s Information

Figure 4.2. System Architecture
The most important information of the project in the framework is the project address. The
address can be added easily using the Manage tool bar → settings → project information → address.
This address is going to be utilized in Google Maps. For this case study, we assumed the project is
in Kalamazoo, MI. (Figure 4.3)
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4.2.2. Choosing the Components Subject to Study
As described in chapter 3, Revit enables embedding multiple types of a component in the model. For
each type of a component, the different aspects and properties of each component/material can be
changed. In situations where a designer needs a distinguished parameter specific for a single or for a
number of projects, he/she has also the ability to add any kind of parameters he desires. Hence, three
new parameters were added to the model to help identify our analysis preferences. In this case study,
all the types and materials mentioned in Table 3.1 for each considered component were added using
the following steps:
 Adding the desired types of each component to the model family that corresponds to the selected
component.
 From the properties of each selected type of a component, looking for the newly added properties
(LEED, CE Analysis and Select Category) and modify it according to the needs. All the added types
of a component were considered for LEED, with a check in the ‘LEED’ property box, except for
plumbing and mechanical systems, because they are excluded in the LEED requirements. All the
types of components were included in the analysis, with a check in the ‘CE Analysis’ property box.
The types of components are given values for the ‘Select Category’ property based on the component
they fall in, and in the same order of the components in Table 3.1. The last parameter was added
because families in Revit such as ‘Doors’ combine interior and exterior, although they are
considered separately in the analysis. Figure 4.4 shows an example of an aluminum framed door
that is considered for the analysis and LEED, and it falls in category 5 which is the External Doors.


The actual work starts at this point by adding and organizing all the components/types/materials

illustrated in Table 3.1 into the database. For each of those components’ types/materials, cost values
(Ci, Co, and Ct) and carbon emissions values (Ei, Eo, and Et) are also inserted.
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Figure 4.3. Project Address

Figure 4.4. Properties of 'Aluminum Framed' Door Showing the Use of the New Added
Properties
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4.2.3. Searching for Suppliers
After all the types of components are identified and ready in the database, the search for
suppliers for each component’s type/material starts using Google Maps (Figure 4.5). Next, three of
the suppliers are selected for each component’s type/material, and their names and distances are
inserted in the appropriate table in the database. Since all the types and materials for a specific
component under study are considered for LEED, the search for suppliers was limited to 500 mile
range around Kalamazoo.

Figure 4.5. Searching for Materials' Suppliers in Google Maps
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4.2.4. Rating Suppliers
As mentioned in chapter 3, four criterions are considered for rating suppliers: cost, quality,
environmental considerations and distance. Scores for cost and quality were assigned randomly, since
these information cannot be obtained from the supplier’s website. Suppliers were assigned the highest
score for environmental considerations if their products consider LEED, if their products have any
other environmental certificates, they were given a lower score. Suppliers were assigned the lowest
score if they didn’t have any environmental considerations. Suppliers closer to the project site were
assigned a high distance score and vice versa.

4.2.5. Organizing the Information in the Database
Figure 3.14 shows the database structure. Based on Table 3.1 the studied components were
inserted in the ‘Components’ table (Figure 4.6). The table includes the component ID and the
component name. Each component has several types which are listed in ‘Types’ table. The types of
each components were also listed based on Table 3.1 with their own ID’s and the ID of the
correspondent component. Figure 4.7 shows a snapshot from the ‘Types’ table showing some types
for component 1 ‘External Walls’.
Materials associated with each type of a component are listed in the ‘Materials’ table, in
addition to their cost/carbon emissions calculations. Figure 4.8 is a snapshot of the ‘Materials’ table
showing the materials consisting of types 1,2,3, and 4 of component 1 which is External Walls. The
last six columns represent the computations inserted in a way that is compliant with the used
preprocessing equations (3.3, 3.4 or 3.5, 3.6).
The next table is the ‘Suppliers’ table which includes the suppliers information such as the
name, the distance to the jobsite and the scores for each criteria. Figure 4.9 is a snapshot from the
‘Supplier’ table showing three suppliers for each of Wood Stud, Plywood, and Aluminum Veneer.
Those materials are numbered 1, 2, and 3 in the materials table, and they constitute type 1 which is
Wood Stud 1. Also to comply with the equations, other columns were added to the suppliers table
after the scores. The last four added column represent the scores multiplied by the corresponding
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criterion weight. This is required to enable changing the weights of the criterions and detect the
change in results. The last table is the ‘Options’ table, the final options for each component are
inserted in this table after the preprocessing stage. Options’ information inserted to the ‘Options’
table include the total modified cost/carbon emissions. Figure 4.10 shows the different options
generated for the External Walls component. These options differ by the combination of materials
and suppliers

Figure 4.6. The 'Components' Table in the Database
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Figure 4.7. The 'Types' Table in the Database

Figure 4.8. The 'Materials' Table in the Database
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Figure 4.9. The 'Suppliers' Table in the Database

Figure 4.10. The 'Options Table Showing the Final Results of the Preprocessing
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4.2.6. Analysis
The analysis process starts by running the developed algorithm to commence the
preprocessing stage, generate the different options for each component and calculate cost/carbon
emissions using equations 3.3 and 3.4. After that, the preprocessing stage ends, and the generated
options are inserted in the ‘Options’ table in the database with the corresponding values. The
Harmony Search optimization follows the preprocessing stage, where the optimal solutions are found.
Next, the algorithm is terminated and the results of the optimization process are saved into text files.
The parameters of the Harmony Search algorithm utilized in this analysis are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Harmony Search Parameters
Number of objective functions

2

Number of variables

9

Max PAR (Pitch Adjustment Rate)

0.9

Min PAR (Pitch Adjustment Rate)

0.4

Harmony Memory Consideration Rate
0.8
HMCR
Harmony Memory Size HMS

80

Iteration number

10000

Variables ranges
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X1

0 - 543

X2

544 - 614

X3

615 - 626

X4

627 - 1013

X5

1014 - 1034

X6

1035 - 1045

X7

1046 - 1078

X8

1079 - 1096

X9

1097 - 1108

In this case study, five analysis scenarios were examined, each scenario differs from the others by
changing the criterions’ weights:
- Scenario one: In this scenario, criterions were given equal weights = 0.25;
- Scenario two: In this scenario, Cost was given a higher weight of 0.7, other criterions were
given a weight of 0.1;
- Scenario three: In this scenario, Quality was given a higher weight of 0.7, other criterions were
given a weight of 0.1;
- Scenario four: In this scenario, Environmental Considerations was given a higher weight of
0.7, other criterions were given a weight of 0.1;
- Scenario five: In this scenario, Distance was given a higher weight of 0.7, other criterions were
given a weight of 0.1.

4.2.7. Results
Multi objective optimization does not result in one optimal solution, the result of a multi
objective analysis is a set of non-dominated solutions called the Pareto front. Each of the previous
mentioned scenarios has a unique Pareto front. Discussion and interpretation of those Pareto fronts
will be presented in the next chapter.

4.3. Conclusion
This chapter described the steps of the framework implementation on a sample Revit model.
The chapter also presented the analysis steps and its different scenarios. The analysis of each of the
examined scenarios takes around 1 – 2 minutes, which considered relatively fast compared to other
algorithms like Genetic Algorithms.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1. Introduction
All the previous mentioned five scenarios are applied to the case study model to determine
the optimal selection of building materials. The only difference between the scenarios is the change
in the suppliers’ criterion weights utilized in equations 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. This chapter presents the
results of those five scenarios. A detailed interpretation and discussion is also provided.

5.2. Results
This section views the solution charts obtained from each scenario while the next section will
explain and interpret these results. Each point in a solution space chart represents a solution, which
is a specific design that has specific total unit costs and carbon emission. Out of these solutions, our
goal is to find the best designs which will minimize both cost and carbon emissions. For this purpose,
we need to identify the optimal solutions of the optimization process. Those optimal solutions are
called the Pareto front. The red circle at each solution space chart indicates the position of the Pareto
front among the total solutions. The position of the red point shows clearly how the Pareto front gives
the minimum cost and carbon emissions. The points with their x and y data shown in the Pareto front
charts, are the points selected for comparison between different designs in each scenario.

5.2.1. Scenario 1
This scenario examines the optimal selection of the materials when giving the suppliers’
criterions equal weights. This means that the designers has no preference for any criteria over the
other. Figure 5.1 shows the solution space of scenario 1, and Figure 5.2 shows the Pareto front of
scenario 1.
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Figure 5.1. The Solution Space of Scenario 1

Figure 5.2. The Pareto Front of Scenario 1
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5.2.2. Scenario 2
This scenario discusses the optimal selection of materials when giving the Cost criterion a high
weight, meaning that the cost is most important to the designer. Figure 5.3 shows the solution
space, and Figure 5.4 shows the Pareto front.

Figure 5.3. The Solution Space of Scenario 2

Figure 5.4. The Pareto Front of Scenario 2
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5.2.3. Scenario 3
This scenario discusses the optimal selection of materials when the Quality of materials is
preferred over the other criterions. Figure 5.5 shows the solution space of scenario 3, and Figure 5.6
shows the Pareto front of scenario 3.

Figure 5.5. The Solution Space of Scenario 3

Figure 5.6. The Pareto Front of Scenario 3
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5.2.4. Scenario 4
This scenario discusses the optimal selection of materials when the Environmental
Considerations are the most important to the designer, and it is given the highest weight among the
other criterions. Figure 5.7 shows the solution space, and Figure 5.8 shows the Pareto front of scenario
4.

Figure 5.7. The Solution Space of Scenario 4

Figure 5.8. The Pareto Front of Scenario 4
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5.2.5. Scenario 5
This scenario discusses the optimal selection of materials when the supplier’s Distance is
important, and it is given the higher weight among the other criterions. Figure 5.9 shows the solution
space, and Figure 5.10 shows the Pareto front.

Figure 5.9. The Solution Space of Scenario 5

Figure 5.10. The Pareto Front of Scenario 5
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5.3. Interpretations and Discussions
The solution space and the Pareto front results are given initially as a text file (Figure 5.11).
Each row represents a point, with a cost value, carbon emissions value, and the selected values of the
each variable respectively. The values of the variables are represented by the correspondent ID of the
chosen option in the ‘Options’ table in the database. The discussion is going to be held in two basic
levels:
a) Level One: A comparison between random selected points (designs) in each scenario, represented
by the four points shown on each Pareto front chart (Figures 5.2, 5.4, 5.6, 5.8, and 5.10). The
comparison will be based on the selected types/materials of a component, and the selected suppliers.
These points are:
-

First point (right bottom): is the point that represents the design with highest total cost, but the

lowest carbon emissions.
-

Second point: is a random intermediate point

-

Third point: another random intermediate point

-

Fourth point (up left): is the point that represents the design with highest carbon emissions, but

lowest cost.
b) Level Two: A comparison between the five studied scenarios, regarding their total costs and
carbon emissions ranges.

Figure 5.11. A Sample Pareto Front Results' File
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5.3.1. Comparison Level 1
In this section, a comparison between four selected optimal designs in each scenario, is
presented.

5.3.1.1. Scenario 1
Table 5.1 shows the interpretation of the four studied points. In this scenario, suppliers are
compared by the average total score.
i. External walls:
 Types:
Types 350 and 363 are both metal stud walls, the difference between the two is the veneer
material and the supplier of the stud. However, type 363 has a higher cost than 350 but lower
carbon emissions. The difference between their costs is a lot more than the difference between
their carbon emissions, that’s why type 350 is selected more than type 363.
 Materials:
The material that differentiate the two types is the veneer material. The aluminum veneer has
a slightly higher cost and carbon emissions than the steel veneer. Steel was selected only once,
because the total cost/carbon emissions of type 363 is higher.
 Suppliers:
For the metal studs, ‘Ryan Building Material Inc.’ and ‘Wholesale Builders Supply’ has equal
average scores. For the plywood, ‘Chelsea Lumber Company’ was chosen only once, although
it has a higher average score than ‘Terry Lumber and Supply’ because it belongs to the higher
total cost/carbon emissions type. ‘Chemetal’ has the highest average score for the aluminum
veneer, and the second highest average score for the steel veneer.
ii. Internal walls:
 Types:
The three selected types are very close in the values of costs/carbon emissions. However, the
0.5” regular gypsum board and the metal stud is more preferable.
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 Materials:
The 0.5” regular gypsum board has the least cost and carbon emission than the other options.
The metal stud is more expensive than wood stud, but has a lot less carbon emissions.
 Suppliers:
‘National Gypsum’ has the highest average score among the other three suppliers for the
gypsum board. For the metal studs, ‘Ryan Building Material Inc.’ has the second highest
average score among the three suppliers.
iii. Curtain wall
 Types:
The Storefront is the best type chosen, because it has the lowest cost and carbon emissions.
 Suppliers:
‘Mid-West Glass’ and ‘Capitol Alum. And Glass’ were chosen because they have the same
average scores.
iv. Floors:
 types:
Type chosen for all the points is the wood framed with brick flooring. The wood framed types
in general have relatively the lowest average total cost/carbon emissions among other types.
 Materials:
 The wood beam has the lowest cost/carbon emissions among the other floor structure
materials. For flooring materials, the brick was chosen because it has the lowest cost, although
it doesn’t have the lowest emission. But, the difference in emissions is negligible compared to
the difference in costs.
 Suppliers:
For the wood beams, ‘Wayerhaeuser’ has the highest average score, ‘Terry Lumber and
Supply’ has the second highest average score for the plywood. ‘Belden Brick and Supply’ has
the highest average score among the three suppliers for the brick flooring.
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v.

Exterior doors:
 Types:
The selected types are embossed steel panel door, embossed steel/ half glass door and fiber
glass door. The fiber glass door has the lowest total cost, while the embossed steel/half glass
has the lowest emissions.
 Suppliers
For the steel/half glass door, ‘Steelcraft’ has the highest average score. For the embossed panel
steel door, ‘Chase Doors’ also has the highest average score. ‘Tiger Door LLC’ has the highest
average score for the fiber glass doors.

vi.

Interior doors:
 Types:
Wood bi-fold and wood hard board were selected. The wood hard board door has the lowest
cost among all the other interior door types, while the wood bi-fold has the lowest emissions.
 Suppliers:
‘Jeld-Wen Windows & Doors’ has the highest average score among the three suppliers for the
wood bi-fold doors. Also ‘Five Lakes Manufacturing Inc.’ has the highest average score among
the three suppliers for wood hard board doors.

vii. Windows:
 Types:
Wood casement window was selected. Type 1059/wood casement has the lowest carbon
emissions among all the other types, while type 1060/wood casement has the lowest cost.
 Suppliers:
‘Auburn Corporation’ has the highest average score, followed by ‘Eagle Window & Door
Manufacturing, Inc.’
viii.

Plumbing pipes:
 Types:
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Type 1084/Plastic pipes were selected because it has the lowest cost and carbon emissions
among the other plastic types.
 Suppliers:
‘Smith Instrument’ has the highest average score among the three suppliers for plastic pipes.
ix.

HVAC ducts:
 Types:
Fiber glass is the dominated material. Type 1106 has the lowest carbon emissions, while type
1107 has the lowest cost.
 Supplier:
‘Behler-Young’ has the highest average score, followed by (Ferguson).

5.3.1.2. Scenario 2
Table 5.2 shows the interpretation of the four studied points. In this scenario, suppliers are
compared by the cost score.
i.

External walls:
 Type:
Types 351 and 370 are both metal stud walls, the difference between the two are the suppliers
only. However, type 351 has a higher cost than 370, but lower carbon emissions. The difference
between the two costs is a lot more than the difference between the two emissions, that’s why
type 700 is selected more than type 351.
 Materials:
Materials are the same in both types.
 Suppliers:
For the metal studs, ‘Ryan Building Material Inc.’ has a higher cost score of 3 compared to
‘Steel Stud Systems Inc.’ which has a cost score of 2. For the plywood, ‘Supply Hog Inc.’ has
the highest score. ‘Grainger’ has a higher cost score than ‘Chemetal’ for the steel veneer.

ii. Internal walls:
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 Types:
Type 578 has a lower total cost, but a higher carbon emissions. However the difference in the
cost is a lot more than the difference in carbon emission, that’s why the type 578 is chosen
more.
 Materials:
The 0.5” regular gypsum board has the least cost and carbon emission than the other options.
The metal stud is more expensive than wood stud, but has a lot less carbon emissions.
 Suppliers:
For the 0.5” regular gypsum board, ‘Lafarge North America’ has the lowest cost score, and
‘United States Gypsum Company’ have a higher cost score. For the metal stud, ‘Ryan Building
Materials Inc.’ and ‘Wholesale Builders Supply’ has equal score weights, and it is the highest.
iii. Curtain wall
 Types:
Type 626 has a little higher cost, but a little less carbon emissions than type 623, that’s why it
is appearing in point 1.
 Suppliers:
‘Capitol Alum. And Glass’ has the highest cost scores among the three suppliers for the store
front wall. For the translucent wall, ‘Duo-Gard Industries’ has the highest cost score.
iv. Floors:
 types:
Type chosen for all the points is the wood framed, the difference here is in the flooring materials
(stone and parquet). The wood framed types in general have relatively the lowest average total
cost/carbon emissions among other types.
 Materials:
The wood beam has the lowest cost/carbon emissions among the other floor structure materials.
For flooring materials, stone is selected for point 1 which represents the highest cost, and stone
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has the highest cost among the flooring materials, but still has less carbon emissions than brick
that appeared in the first scenario. Parquet also has a little bit higher cost than bricks, but less
carbon emissions.
 Suppliers:
For the wood beams, ‘Wayerhaeuser’ and ‘great northern lumber’ has equal cost score, but it
is not the highest. ‘Supply Hog Inc.’ and ‘Chelsea Lumber Company’ have equal highest score
for the plywood. ‘Sacketts Home Furnishings INC’ has the highest cost score among the three
suppliers for the stone flooring, and for the parquet flooring, the three supplies have equal cost
scores of 3, that’s why they all appear here.
v.

Exterior doors:
 Types:
The selected types are embossed steel panel door, embossed steel/ half glass door and fiber
glass door. The fiber glass door has the lowest total cost, while the embossed steel/half glass
has the lowest emissions.
 Suppliers
For the steel/half glass door, ‘Chase Doors’ has the second highest cost score. For the embossed
panel steel door, ‘Chase Doors’ also has the highest cost score. ‘Tiger Door LLC’ has the
highest cost score for the fiber glass doors.

vi. Interior doors:
 Types:
Wood bi-fold and wood hard board were selected. The wood hard board door has the lowest
cost among all the other interior door types, which explains its appearance in the higher cost
points. While the wood bi-fold has the lowest emissions, that explains its appearance in the
point with the lower emissions.
 Suppliers:
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‘Jeld-Wen Windows & Doors’ has the highest cost score for the wood bi-fold doors. Also ‘Five
Lakes Manufacturing Inc.’ has the highest cost score among the three suppliers for wood hard
board doors.
vii. Windows:
 Types:
Wood casement window was selected. Type 1059/wood casement has the lowest carbon
emissions among all the other types, which explains its appearance in the lower emissions
points. While type 1060/wood casement has the lowest cost, which explains its appearance in
the lower cost points.
 Suppliers:
‘Eagle Window & Door Manufacturing, Inc.’ has the highest cost score followed by ‘Auburn
Corporation’.
viii. Plumbing pipes:
 Types:
Plastic and copper pipes were selected, type 1091/copper has the lowest cost of all types, which
explains its appearance in the lowest total cost point. Type 1083/plastic has a higher cost than
type 1084/plastic that’s why type 1083 appears in the high cost point.
 Suppliers:
‘Smith Instrument’ has the highest cost score, followed by ‘Columbia pipes and supply’ for
plastic pipes. For copper pipes, ‘Ferguson’ has the highest cost score.
ix.

HVAC ducts:

 Types:
Fiber glass is the dominated material. Differences are between types 1106, 1107. Type 1106
has the lowest carbon emissions, while type 1107 has the lowest cost.
 Supplier:
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‘Ferguson’ has the highest cost score, followed by ‘Behler-Young’, that’s why type 1107 is
appearing in the point with the lowest cost.

5.3.1.3. Scenario 3
Table 5.3. Shows the interpretation of the four studied points. In this scenario, suppliers are
compared by the quality score.
i.

External walls:
 Type:
Type 361/metal stud 2 has the highest cost among the four points, and the lowest carbon
emissions, which explains its appearance in point 1. While type 344/metal stud 1 has the highest
emissions and the lowest cost, which explains its appearance in point 4. The other third type is
in the middle between the previous two.
 Materials:
Metal studs are used as structure for all four types, plywood sheathing also, the only difference
is the veneer in the fourth point. Aluminum veneer is selected instead of steel, because it has a
little more carbon emissions than the steel veneer.
 Suppliers:
For the metal studs, ‘Ryan Building Material Inc.’ has the highest quality score followed by
‘Wholesale Builders Supply’. For the plywood, ‘Supply Hog Inc.’ has the highest quality score.
‘Grainger’ has a highest quality score followed by ‘Chemetal’ for the steel veneer. And finally,
for the aluminum veneer, ‘Chemetal’ has the highest quality score.

ii. Internal walls:
 Types:
Type 562 has the highest total cost and the lowest total carbon emissions, which explains its
appearance in point 1. While type 599 has the highest total carbon emissions and the lowest
total cost.
 Materials:
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The 0.5” regular gypsum board has the least cost and carbon emission than the other options,
that’s why it is chosen twice. The metal stud is more expensive than wood stud, but has a lot
less carbon emissions.
 Suppliers:
For the gypsum boards, ‘National Gypsum’ has the highest quality score, which explains its
selection. For the metal stud, ‘Ryan Building Materials Inc.’ has the highest quality score,
followed by ‘Wholesale Builders Supply’. ‘Lowes’ has the highest quality score for the wood
stud.
iii. Curtain wall
 Types:
Type 623/store front is dominant type, this type has the lowest cost among all the other types.
 Suppliers:
‘Capitol Alum. And Glass’ has the second highest quality score.
iv. Floors:
 types:
Type chosen for all the points is the wood framed, the difference here is in the flooring materials
(brick and parquet). The wood framed types in general have relatively the lowest average total
cost/carbon emissions among other types. Type 671/wood framed 2, has the lowest total cost,
while type 718/wood framed 4, has the lowest carbon emissions among the four points
compared.
 Materials:
The wood beam has the lowest cost/carbon emissions among the other floor structure materials.
Between brick and parquet for flooring, brick has a lower cost, while parquet has lower carbon
emissions. But the difference in cost is a lot more than the difference in carbon emissions, that’s
why the brick is more prevalent
 Suppliers:
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For the wood beams, ‘Wayerhaeuser’ has the second highest quality score. ‘Chelsea Lumber
Company’ has the highest quality score followed by ‘Terry Lumber and Supply’ for the
plywood. ‘Belden Brick and Supply’ has the highest quality score among the three suppliers
for the brick flooring, and for the parquet flooring, ‘Yarema Marquetry’ has the highest quality
score.
v.

Exterior doors:
 Types:
The selected types are embossed steel panel door, embossed steel/ half glass door and fiber
glass door. The fiber glass door has the lowest total cost, while the embossed steel/half glass
has the lowest emissions.
 Suppliers
For the steel/half glass door, ‘Chase Doors’ has the second highest quality score. For the
embossed panel steel door, ‘Chase Doors’ has the highest quality score. ‘Tiger Door LLC’ has
the highest quality score for the fiber glass doors.

vi. Interior doors:
 Types:
Wood bi-fold and wood hard board were selected. The wood hard board door has the lowest
cost among all the other interior door types, which explains its appearance in the higher cost
points. While the wood bi-fold has the lowest emissions, that explains its appearance in the
point with the lower emissions.
 Suppliers:
All the suppliers has equal quality scores, however ‘Jeld-Wen Windows & Doors’ has the
highest average score for the wood bi-fold doors. Also ‘Five Lakes Manufacturing Inc.’ has
the highest quality score among the three suppliers for wood hard board doors.
vii. Windows:
 Types:
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Wood casement window was selected. Type 1059/wood casement has the lowest carbon
emissions among all the other types, which explains its appearance in the lower emissions
points. While type 1060/wood casement has the lowest cost, which explains its appearance in
the lower cost points.
 Suppliers:
‘Eagle Window & Door Manufacturing, Inc.’ has the highest quality score followed by
‘Auburn Corporation’.
viii. Plumbing pipes:
 Types:
Plastic pipes, Type 1084/ was selected for all four point.
 Suppliers:
‘Smith Instrument’ has the highest quality score.
ix. HVAC ducts:
 Types:
Fiber glass is the dominated material. Differences are between types 1106, 1107. Type 1106
has the lowest carbon emissions, while type 1107 has the lowest cost.
 Supplier:
‘Ferguson’ has the highest quality score, followed by ‘Behler-Young’.

5.3.1.4. Scenario 4
Table 5.4. Shows the interpretation of the four studied points. In this scenario, suppliers are
compared by the environmental considerations score.
i.

External walls:
 Type:
Type 227/masonry 5 has the higher cost than type 261/masonry 6, but they both have the same
carbon emissions. Which explains the appearance of type 227 in point 1.
 Materials:
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CMU masonry is used as structure for all four types, plywood sheathing also, the only
difference is the veneer in the fourth point. Aluminum veneer is selected instead of steel in
point one because it has a little higher cost.
 Suppliers:
For the CMU blocks, ‘Best Block Company’ and ‘National Block Company’ have equal
environmental consideration score. For the plywood, the three suppliers have equal
environmental considerations score. For the aluminum and steel veneer, ‘Chemetal’ has the
highest environmental considerations score.
ii. Internal walls:
 Types:
Type 569 has the highest total cost and the lowest total carbon emissions, which explains its
appearance in point 1. While type 599 has the highest total carbon emissions and the lowest
total cost.
 Materials:
The 0.5” regular gypsum board has the least cost and carbon emission than the other options,
that’s why it is chosen for all points. The metal stud is more expensive than wood stud, but has
a lot less carbon emissions.
 Suppliers:
For the gypsum boards, National Gypsum’ and ‘United States Gypsum Company’ have the
highest environmental considerations score, followed by ‘Lafarge North America’. For the
metal stud, ‘Ryan Building Materials Inc.’ has the lowest environmental considerations score,
followed by ‘Wholesale Builders Supply’. ‘Lowes’ has the lowest environmental
considerations score for the wood stud, but it is still chosen because of its very small distance
iii. Curtain wall
 Types:
Type 623/store front is dominant type, this type has the lowest cost among all the other types.
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 Suppliers:
‘Capitol Alum. And Glass’ has the highest environmental considerations score.
iv. Floors:
 types:
Type 659/wood framed 2, has the lowest cost and the highest carbon emissions, which explains
its appearance in point 4. Type 720/wood framed 4, has the highest cost, which explains its
appearance in point 1. The difference between the four types is in the flooring materials (brick
and parquet). The wood framed types in general have relatively the lowest average total
cost/carbon emissions among other types.
 Materials:
The wood beam has the lowest cost/carbon emissions among the other floor structure materials.
Between brick and parquet for flooring, brick has a lower cost, while parquet has lower carbon
emissions, that’s why it is preferred in this scenario.
 Suppliers:
For the wood beams, ‘Wayerhaeuser’ and ‘Great Northern Lumber’ have the highest
environmental considerations score. All of the suppliers have the same environmental
considerations score for the plywood. ‘Belden Brick and Supply’ has the highest environmental
considerations score among the three suppliers for the brick flooring, and for the parquet
flooring, all the suppliers have the same environmental considerations score.
v.

Exterior doors:
 Types:
The selected types are embossed steel panel door, embossed steel/ half glass door and fiber
glass door. The fiber glass door has the lowest total cost, while the embossed steel/half glass
has the lowest emissions.
 Suppliers
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For the steel/half glass door, ‘Steelcraft’ has the highest environmental considerations score.
For the embossed panel steel door, ‘Chase Doors’ has the highest environmental considerations
score. All the suppliers have the same environmental considerations score for the fiber glass
doors.
vi. Interior doors:
 Types:
Wood bi-fold and wood hard board were selected. The wood hard board door has the lowest
cost among all the other interior door types, which explains its appearance in the higher cost
points. While the wood bi-fold has the lowest emissions, that explains its appearance in the
point with the lower emissions.
 Suppliers:
‘Jeld-Wen Windows & Doors’ has the highest environmental considerations score for the wood
bi-fold doors. All suppliers have the same environmental considerations score for wood hard
board doors.
vii. Windows:
 Types:
Wood casement window was selected. Type 1059/wood casement has the lowest carbon
emissions among all the other types, which explains its appearance in the lower emissions
points. While type 1060/wood casement has the lowest cost, which explains its appearance in
the lower cost points.
 Suppliers:
‘Auburn Corporation’ has the highest environmental considerations score followed by ‘Eagle
Window & Door Manufacturing, Inc.’
viii. Plumbing pipes:
 Types:
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Plastic and copper pipes were selected, Type 1084/plastic has the lowest carbon emissions,
while type 1091/copper has the lowest cost.
 Suppliers:
‘Smith Instrument’ has the highest environmental considerations score, for plastic pipes.
‘Ferguson’ has the lowest environmental considerations for copper, but it was chosen because
of its very small distance.
ix. HVAC ducts:
 Types:
Fiber glass is the dominated material. Differences are between types 1106, 1107. Type 1106
has the lowest carbon emissions, while type 1107 has the lowest cost.
 Supplier:
‘Behler-Young’ has the highest environmental considerations score, followed by (Ferguson).

5.3.1.5. Scenario 5
Table 5.5. Shows the interpretation of the four studied points. In this scenario, suppliers are
compared by the distance score.
i.

External walls:
 Type:
Type 360/metal stud 2 has the highest cost and the lowest carbon emissions, which explains its
appearance in point 1. While type 369/metal stud 2 has the lowest cost and the highest carbon
emissions, which explains its appearance in point 4. Type 367/metal stud 2 is in the middle
between the previous two types
 Materials:
The four types has the same materials: metal stud for basic structure, plywood for sheathing,
and steel veneer.
 Suppliers:
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‘Wholesale Builders Supply’ has the lowest distance score, followed by ‘Ryan Building
Materials Inc.’ for the metal stud. For the plywood, ‘Supply Hog Inc.’ has the lowest distance
score, followed by ‘Terry Lumber and Supply’. ‘Chemetal’ and ‘Grainger’ have equal distance
score and it is the highest.
ii. Internal walls:
 Types:
Type 598 has the highest total cost and the lowest total carbon emissions, which explains its
appearance in point 1. While type 544 has the highest total carbon emissions and the lowest
total cost.
 Materials:
The 0.5” regular gypsum board has the least cost and carbon emission than the 5/8” gypsum
board. The metal stud is more expensive than wood stud, but has a lot less carbon emissions.
 Suppliers:
For the gypsum boards, ‘National Gypsum’ has the lowest distance score. For the metal stud,
‘Wholesale Builders Supply’ has the lowest distance score. ‘Lowes’ has the highest distance
score for the wood stud
iii. Curtain wall
 Types:
Type 623/store front is the dominant type.
 Suppliers:
‘Capitol Alum. And Glass’ has the lowest distance score.
iv. Floors:
 types:
Type 668/wood framed 2, is the dominant type with brick flooring.
 Materials:
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The four point has the same materials, wood beams for the basic structure, plywood sheathing,
and brick flooring.
 Suppliers:
For the wood beams, all suppliers have the same distance score. ‘Supply Hog Inc.’ has the
lowest distance score for the plywood. ‘Belden Brick and Supply’ has the highest distance
score.
v.

Exterior doors:
 Types:
The selected types are embossed steel panel door, embossed steel/ half glass door and fiber
glass door. The fiber glass door has the lowest total cost, but the highest carbon emissions.
While the embossed steel/half glass has the lowest emissions, and the highest cost. Which
explains their appearances.


Suppliers

For the steel/half glass door, all the suppliers have the same distance score. For the embossed
panel steel door, also all of the suppliers have the same distance score. ‘Tiger Door LLC’ has
the lowest distance score, for the fiber glass doors.
vi. Interior doors:
 Types:
Wood bi-fold and wood hard board were selected. The wood hard board door has the lowest
cost, but highest carbon emissions. While the wood bi-fold has the lowest emissions, and the
highest cost, that explains its appearance in the points with the lower emissions.
 Suppliers:
‘Jeld-Wen Windows & Doors’ has the highest distance score for the wood bi-fold doors. ‘Five
Lakes Manufacturing Inc.’ has the highest distance score for wood hard board doors.
vii. Windows:
 Types:
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Wood casement window was selected. Type 1059/wood casement has the lowest carbon
emissions, which explains its appearance in the lower emissions points. While type 1060/wood
casement has the lowest cost, which explains its appearance in the lower cost points.
 Suppliers:
‘Auburn Corporation’ has the highest distance score followed by ‘Eagle Window & Door
Manufacturing, Inc.’
viii. Plumbing pipes:
 Types:
Copper pipes were selected, Type 1091/copper has the lowest cost among all other types.
 Suppliers:
All the suppliers have the same distance score.
ix. HVAC ducts:
 Types:
Fiber glass is the dominated material. Differences are between types 1106, 1107. Type 1106
has the lowest carbon emissions, while type 1107 has the lowest cost.
 Supplier: All suppliers have the same distance score.
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Table 5.1. Interpretation of Scenario 1 Results
Point 1
Variable

Numeric
Value

Point 2

Interpretation

Numeric
Value

External
Wall

plywood from Terry Lumber

350

and Supply, alum. Veneer from

Internal

98

Wall
X3= Curtain
Wall

national gypsum, metal stud
from Ryan Building Materials

Store front: from Capitol Alum.
And Glass

363

563

from national gypsum,
metal stud from Ryan

store front: from MidWest glass

X4= Floors

665

beam from

from Wayerhaeuser, plywood

Wayerhaeuser, plywood

from Terry Lumber and Supply,

665

from Terry Lumber and

brick flooring from Belden

Supply, brick flooring

Brick and Supply

from Belden Brick and
Supply

from Ryan Building
350

599

national gypsum, metal
stud from Ryan Building

Store front: (Capitol Alum.
And Glass)

interior 3: 0.5" R GB
563

622

Lumber and Supply, brick
flooring from Belden Brick
and Supply

metal stud from Ryan

store front: from MidWest glass
wood framed 2: wood
beam from

beam from Wayerhaeuser,
665

from national gypsum,

Building Materials Inc.

wood framed 2: wood

plywood from Terry

from Terry Lumber and

from Chemetal

Materials Inc.
623

Materials Inc., plywood

Supply, alum. Veneer

interior 7: 5/8" R GB from

wood framed 2: wood
wood framed 2: wood beam

supply, plywood from

Interpretation
Metal stud 1: metal stud

steel veneer from Chemetal

Building Materials Inc.
622

Value

Chelsea Lumber Company,

interior 3: 0.5" R GB

Inc.
623

from Terry Lumber and

Numeric

from wholesale builders

from Chemetal

interior 8: 5/8" F GB from
608

Materials Inc., plywood

Interpretation

Point 4

Metal stud 2: metal stud

Supply, alum. Veneer

Chemetal

X2 =

Value

from Ryan Building

Ryan Building Materials Inc.,
350

Numeric

Metal stud 1: metal stud

Metal stud 1: metal stud from
X1=

Interpretation

Point 3

Wayerhaeuser, plywood
665

from Terry Lumber and
Supply, brick flooring
from Belden Brick and
Supply

Table 5.1. - Continued
X5=
Exterior

1018

Doors
X6= Interior
Doors

X7=
Windows

1039

1059

embossed half glass steel: from
Steelcraft

wood bi-fold: from Jeld-Wen
Windows & Doors

wood casement: from Auburn
Corporation

1014

1039

1059

X8 =
Plumbing

1084

Plastic: from Smith Instrument

1084

1106

fiber glass from Behler-Young

1106

Pipes
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X9= HVAC
Ducts
Total Unit
Cost ($)

embossed panel steel:
from Chase Doors

wood bi-fold: from JeldWen Windows & Doors

wood casement: from
Auburn Corporation

Plastic: from Smith
Instrument
fiber glass: BehlerYoung

1014

embossed panel steel: from
Chase Doors

1024

wood hard board: from
1041

1060

Five Lakes Manufacturing

1106

LLC)
wood hard board: from

1041

Five Lakes

Inc.

Manufacturing Inc.

wood casement: from

wood casement from

Eagle Window & Door

1060

Manufacturing, Inc.

1084

fiber glass (Tiger Door

Plastic: from Smith
Instrument

fiber glass: Behler-Young

Eagle Window & Door
Manufacturing, Inc.

1084

1107

Plastic: from Smith
Instrument

fiber glass: Ferguson

1277

981.3

822.3

661.5

150

168.5

242.4

354.4

Total Unit
Carbon
Emissions
(Kg Co2)

Table 5.2. Interpretation of Scenario 2 Results
Variable

Point 1
Numeric
Value

Interpretation

Point 2
Numeric
Value

Metal stud 2: metal stud
X1=
External

from Steel Stud Systems
351

Wall

Inc. , plywood from Supply

370

Hog Inc., steel veneer from
Chemetal

Interpretation

Point 3
Numeric
Value

Interpretation

Point 4
Numeric
Value

Metal stud 2: metal stud

Metal stud 2: metal stud

Metal stud 2: metal stud

from Ryan Building

from Ryan Building

from Ryan Building

Materials Inc., plywood
from Supply Hog Inc.,

370

Materials Inc. , plywood
from Supply Hog Inc.,

370
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Internal

578

steel veneer from

Grainger

Grainger

Grainger

Wall

from United States

Interior 4: 0.5" F GB from

Lafarge North America,

Gypsum Company,

Lafrage North America,

601

Building Materials Inc.

metal stud from

578

Wholesale Builders

metal stud from Ryan

Interior 4: 0.5" F GB
from Lafarge North
578

Curtain

626

Wall

Translucent: from DuoGard Industries

623

beam from Great

beam from Wayerhaeuser,
696

plywood from Chelsea
Lumber Company, stone
flooring from Sacketts
Home Furnishings INC.

Alum. And Glass

623

wood framed 4: wood

wood framed 3: wood

X4= Floors

Store front: from Capitol

Northern Lumber,
711

plywood from Supply
Hog Inc., parquet
flooring from Prosource
of Kalamazoo

725

Store front: from Capitol
Alum. And Glass

America, metal stud from
Ryan Building Materials

Building Materials Inc.,

Inc.,

Supply
X3=

from Supply Hog Inc.,

steel veneer from

Interior 4: 0.5" F GB from

metal stud from Ryan

Materials Inc., plywood

steel veneer from

interior 7: 5/8" R GB
X2 =

Interpretation

623

Store front: from Capitol
Alum. And Glass

wood framed 4: wood

wood framed 4: wood

beam from Wayerhaeuser,

beam from Great

plywood from Chelsea
Lumber Company,

712

Northern Lumber,
plywood from Supply

parquet flooring from

Hog Inc., parquet flooring

Czar Floors

from Yarema Marquetry

Table 5.2. – Continued
X5=
Exterior

1017

Doors
X6=
Interior

1039

Doors
X7=
Windows

1059

X8 =

101

Plumbing

1083

Pipes

embossed half glass steel:
from Chase Doors

wood bi-fold: (Jeld-Wen
Windows & Doors)

wood casement from
Auburn Corporation,

plastic from columbia
pipes and supply

1014

1039

1059

1084

X9=
HVAC

1106

fiber glass (Behler-Young)

Ducts
Total Unit
Cost ($)

1106

embossed panel steel:
from Chase Doors

wood bi-fold: (Jeld-Wen
Windows & Doors)

wood casement from
Auburn Corporation,

plastic from Smith
Instrument

fiber glass (BehlerYoung)

1014

embossed panel steel:
from Chase Doors

1024

wood hard board: from
1041

1060

Five Lakes Manufacturing

1106

Door LLC
wood hard board: from

1041

Five Lakes

Inc.

Manufacturing Inc.

wood casement from

wood casement from

Eagle Window & Door

1060

Manufacturing, Inc.

1084

fiber glass: from Tiger

plastic from Smith
Instrument

fiber glass (BehlerYoung)

Eagle Window & Door
Manufacturing, Inc.,

1091

copper from ferguson

1107

fiber glass (Ferguson)

1688

1329

1076

914.9

357.2

400.7

595.3

874

Total Unit
Carbon
Emissions
(Kg Co2)

Table 5.3. Interpretation of Scenario 3 Results
Variable

Point 1
Numeric
Value

Interpretation

Point 2
Numeric
Value

metal stud 2: metal stud
X1=
External

from wholesale builders
361

Wall

supply, plywood from

369

Supply Hog Inc., steel
veneer from Grainger

interior 3: 0.5" R GB from

X2 =
Internal

562

102

Wall

X3= Curtain
Wall

X4= Floors

Doors

stud from Wholesale

562

Builders Supply

623

671

X5=
Exterior

National Gypsum, metal

Store front: from Capitol
Alum. And Glass

623

Numeric
Value

Point 4

Interpretation

metal stud 2: metal stud

metal stud 2: metal stud

from Ryan Building

from Ryan Building

Materials Inc. , plywood

Materials Inc., plywood

from Supply Hog Inc.,

369

from Supply Hog Inc.,

steel veneer from

steel veneer from

Chemetal

Chemetal

interior 3: 0.5" R GB

interior 7:

from National Gypsum,

5/8" R GB From National

metal stud from

599

Gypsum, metal stud from

Wholesale Builders

Ryan Building Materials

Supply

Inc.

Store front: from Capitol
Alum. And Glass

623

Store front: from Capitol
Alum. And Glass

wood framed 2: wood

wood framed 4: wood

wood framed 2: wood

beam from Wayerhaeuser,

beam from

beam from Wayerhaeuser,

plywood from Chelsea

Wayerhaeuser, plywood

plywood from Chelsea

Lumber Company, brick

718

from Terry Lumber and

671

Lumber Company, brick

flooring from Belden Brick

Supply, parquet flooring

flooring from Belden

and Supply

from Yarema Marquetry

Brick and Supply

embossed half glass steel:
1017

Interpretation

Point 3

from Chase Doors

embossed panel steel
1014

from Chase Doors

Numeric
Value

Interpretation

metal stud 1: metal stud from
Ryan Building Materials Inc.,
344

plywood from Supply Hog
Inc., alum. Veneer from
Chemetal

interior 6: 5/8" F GB from
589

National Gypsum, wood stud
from Lowes

623

Store front: from Capitol
Alum. And Glass
wood framed 2: wood beam
from Wayerhaeuser, plywood

671

from Chelsea Lumber
Company, brick flooring from
Belden Brick and Supply

embossed panel steel
1014

from Chase Doors

1024

fiber glass (Tiger Door LLC)

Table 5.3. – Continued
X6= Interior
Doors

X7=
Windows

1039

1059

X8 =
Plumbing

1084

Pipes
X9= HVAC
Ducts

103

Total Unit
Cost ($)

1106

wood bi-fold: from JeldWen Windows & Doors

wood casement: from
Auburn Corporation,

Plastic: from Smith
Instrument
fiber glass: from BehlerYoung

1039

1059

1084

1106

wood bi-fold: from JeldWen Windows & Doors

wood casement: from
Auburn Corporation,

Plastic: from Smith
Instrument
fiber glass: from BehlerYoung

wood hard board: from
1041

Five Lakes Manufacturing

1041

Inc.
wood casement: from
1060

Eagle Window & Door

1107

Plastic: from Smith
Instrument
fiber glass: from
Ferguson

Lakes Manufacturing Inc.
wood casement: from Eagle

1060

Manufacturing, Inc.

1084

wood hard board: from Five

Window & Door
Manufacturing, Inc.,

1084

1106

Plastic: from Smith Instrument

fiber glass: from BehlerYoung

1010

767.8

604

477.7

356.6

399.8

598

890.6

Total Unit
Carbon
Emissions
(Kg Co2)

Table 5.4. Interpretation of Scenario 4 Results
Variable

Point 1
Numeric
Value

Interpretation

Point 2
Numeric
Value

Masonry 5: CMU from Best
X1= External
Wall

227

Block Company, plywood
from Supply Hog Inc., alum.

261

Veneer from Chemetal

Wall

569

Lafarge North America,
metal stud from Ryan

104
Wall

623

Store front: from Capitol
Alum. And Glass

565

from Wayerhaeuser,
720

plywood from Supply Hog

718

Inc., parquet flooring from
Prosource of Kalamazoo
X5= Exterior
Doors

1018

embossed half glass steel:
from Steelcraft

Value

Interpretation
masonry 6: CMU from

National Block

National Block Company,

National Block Company,

Company, plywood from

261

plywood from Supply Hog

261

plywood from Supply Hog

Supply Hog Inc., steel

Inc., steel veneer from

Inc., steel veneer from

veneer from Chemetal

Chemetal

Chemetal

interior 3: 0.5" R GB from

Gypsum Company, metal

565

Store front: from Capitol
Alum. And Glass

United States Gypsum
Company, metal stud from

interior 1: 0.5" R GB from
544

623

Store front: from Capitol
Alum. And Glass

National Gypsum, wood stud
from Lowes

Wholesale Builders Supply

623

Store front: from Capitol
Alum. And Glass

wood framed 4: wood

wood framed 4:wood beam

wood framed 2: wood beam

beam from

from Wayerhaeuser,

from Great Northern

Wayerhaeuser, plywood
from Terry Lumber and

719

plywood from Terry
Lumber and Supply,

659

Lumber, plywood from
Supply Hog Inc., brick

Supply, parquet flooring

parquet flooring from Czar

flooring from Belden Brick

from Yarema Marquetry

Floors

and Supply

embossed panel steel:
1014

Numeric

masonry 6: CMU from

Builders Supply
623

Interpretation

Point 4

masonry 6: CMU from

stud from Wholesale

wood framed 4:wood beam

X4= Floors

Value

from United States

Building Materials Inc.
X3= Curtain

Numeric

interior 3: 0.5" R GB

interior 3: 0.5" R GB from
X2 = Internal

Interpretation

Point 3

from Chase Doors

1024

fiber glass: from Tiger
Door LLC

1024

fiber glass: from Tiger Door
LLC

Table 5.4. – Continued
X6= Interior
Doors
X7=
Windows

1039

1059

X8 =
Plumbing

1084

Pipes
X9= HVAC
Ducts
Total Unit
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Cost ($)

1106

wood bi-fold: from Jeld-Wen
Windows & Doors
wood casement: from
Auburn Corporation

Plastic: from Smith
Instrument
fiber glass: from BehlerYoung

1039

wood bi-fold: from JeldWen Windows & Doors

1039

wood casement: from
1060

Eagle Window & Door

1106

Copper: from ferguson

fiber glass: from BehlerYoung

Wen Windows & Doors

1041

wood casement: from
1060

Manufacturing, Inc.

1091

wood bi-fold: from Jeld-

Eagle Window & Door

1106

Plastic: from Smith
Instrument
fiber glass: from BehlerYoung

Lakes Manufacturing Inc.
wood casement: from Eagle

1060

Manufacturing, Inc.

1084

wood hard board: from Five

Window & Door
Manufacturing, Inc.

1084

1107

Plastic: from Smith
Instrument

fiber glass: from Ferguson

7035

4616

3797

3330

61

74.66

113.4

145

Total Unit
Carbon
emissions
(Kg Co2)

Table 5.5. Interpretation of Scenario 5 Results
Variable

Point 1
Numeric
Value

Interpretation

Point 2
Numeric
Value

metal stud 2: metal stud from
X1= External
Wall

wholesale builders supply,
360

plywood from Supply Hog

367

Inc., steel veneer from
Chemetal
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Wall

598

National Gypsum, metal stud
from Wholesale Builders

Wall

623

Store front: from Capitol
Alum. And Glass

598

plywood from Supply Hog
Inc., brick flooring from
Belden Brick and Supply

Numeric
Value

Interpretation

metal stud 2: metal stud

metal stud 2: metal stud

from Wholesale Builders

from Ryan Building

from Ryan Building

Supply, plywood from
Terry Lumber and

369

Materials Inc. ,
plywood from Supply

369

Materials Inc., plywood
from Supply Hog Inc.,

Supply, steel veneer from

Hog Inc., steel veneer

steel veneer from

Grainger

from Chemetal

Chemetal

interior 1: 0.5" R GB

interior 1: 0.5" R GB

metal stud from

544

from National Gypsum,

544

from National Gypsum,

wood stud from Lowes

wood stud from Lowes

Store front: from

Store front: from

Supply

623

Store front: from Capitol
Alum. And Glass

623

wood framed 2: wood
beam from

from Wayerhaeuser,
668

Interpretation

metal stud 2: metal stud

Wholesale Builders

wood framed 2: wood beam

X4= Floors

Value

from National Gypsum,

Supply

X3= Curtain

Numeric

Point 4

interior 7: 5/8" R GB

interior 7: 5/8" R GB from
X2 = Internal

Interpretation

Point 3

668

Wayerhaeuser, plywood
from Supply Hog Inc.,
brick flooring from
Belden Brick and Supply

668

Capitol Alum. And

623

Capitol Alum. And

Glass

Glass

wood framed 2: wood

wood framed 2: wood

beam from

beam from

Wayerhaeuser,

Wayerhaeuser, plywood

plywood from Supply

668

from Supply Hog Inc.,

Hog Inc., brick flooring

brick flooring from

from Belden Brick and

Belden Brick and

Supply

Supply

Table 5.5. – Continued
X5= Exterior
Doors
X6= Interior
Doors

X7= Windows

X8 = Plumbing
Pipes
X9= HVAC
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Ducts
Total Unit Cost
($)

1017

1039

1059

1091

1106

embossed half glass steel:
from Chase Doors
wood bi-fold: from Jeld-Wen
Windows & Doors

wood casement: from
Auburn Corporation

Copper: from Ferguson
fiber glass: from BehlerYoung

1014

1039

1059

1091

1106

embossed panel steel:
from Chase Doors
wood bi-fold: from JeldWen Windows & Doors

wood casement: from
Auburn Corporation

Copper: from Ferguson
fiber glass: BehlerYoung

1014

embossed panel steel:
from Chase Doors

1024

wood hard board: from
1041

1060

Five Lakes

1107

Door LLC
wood hard board: from

1041

Five Lakes

Manufacturing Inc.

Manufacturing Inc.

wood casement: from

wood casement: from

Eagle Window & Door

1060

Manufacturing, Inc.
1091

fiber glass: from Tiger

Copper: from Ferguson
fiber glass: from
Ferguson

Eagle Window & Door
Manufacturing, Inc.

1091

1106

Copper: from Ferguson
fiber glass: from
Behler-Young

7070

4324

4181

3340

355

399.5

620.1

890

Total Unit
Carbon
Emissions (Kg
Co2)

5.3.2. Comparison Level 2
In this section, a comparison between the five studied scenarios is presented. The
comparison will be based on the total costs and carbon emissions’ ranges in each scenario, and how
the changing in the criterions’ weights will affect those ranges. Figure 5.12 and 5.13 illustrate this
comparison.

5.3.2.1. Scenario 1
As discussed earlier, all the weights in this scenario are equal, and there is no preference
for any criteria over the other. Referring to Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1, the following can be observed:
- Total unit cost ranges between: $1277 and $661.5
- Total unit carbon emissions ranges between: 150 Kg Co2 and 354.4 Kg Co2

5.3.2.2. Scenario 2
In this scenario, the cost is the preferred criteria, which means that the priority for the
designer is to find a low cost optimal design. Referring to Figure 5.4 and Table 5.2, the following
can be observed:
- Total unit cost ranges between $1668 and $914.9
- Total unit carbon emissions ranges between 357.2 Kg Co2 and 874 Kg Co2

5.3.2.3. Scenario 3
In this scenario, the quality is the most preferred criteria to the designer. Referring to Figure
5.6 and Table 5.3, the following can be observed:
- Total unit cost ranges between $1010 and $477.7
- Total unit carbon emissions ranges between 355.6 Kg Co2 and 890.6
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5.3.2.4. Scenario 4
In this scenario, the environmental consideration is the most preferred criteria to the
designer. Referring to Figure 5.8 and Table 5.4, the following can be observed:
- Total unit cost ranges between $7035 and $3330
- Total unit carbon emissions ranges between 61 Kg Co2 and 145 Kg Co2

5.3.2.5. Scenario 5
In this scenario, the distance is the most preferred criteria to the designer. Referring to
Figure 5.10 and Table 5.5, the following can be observed:
- Total unit cost ranges between $7070 and $3340
- Total carbon emissions ranges between 355 Kg Co2 and 890 Kg Co2

Total unit cost comparison of the five scenarios
point 2

point 1

point 4

point 3

8000

7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
scenario 1

scenario 2

scenario 3

scenario 4

Figure 5.12. Total Unit Cost Comparison of the Five Scenarios
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scenario 5

Total unit carbon emissions comparison of the
five scenarios
point 3

point 4

point 1

point 2

1000
900
800
700
600

500
400

300
200
100
0
scenario 1

scenario 2

scenario 3

scenario 4

scenario 5

Figure 5.13. Total Unit Carbon Emissions Comparison of the Five Scenarios
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5.4. Conclusion
This chapter presented the results of the five conducted analysis scenarios, furthermore,
those results were presented in two basic levels. Level one, discusses the materials selection among
four random optimal designs in each scenario. Level two, compares the cost and carbon emissions
ranges among the five scenario, to determine if changing the criterions’ weights is effective or not.
Following is a detailed conclusions for the two levels.

5.4.1. Comparison Level 1
5.4.1.1. Types/materials
Starting with External wall, the most chosen type was the Metal Stud external wall. This
type had relatively low total cost and carbon emissions in almost all the scenarios except scenario
4, where CMU Masonry was chosen, because it has a very low carbon emissions –(which is the
most important in this scenario) -, and it has a lower cost than Metal stud too. Steel and Aluminum
veneers were chosen in all the selected types, because they both have relatively low cost and carbon
emissions, compared to their counterparts Brick and Stone.
Next comes the interior walls, the most chosen types were the 0.5” regular gypsum board
on metal and wood stud, and 5/8” regular gypsum board on metal stud. The 0.5” gypsum board has
the lowest cost and carbon emissions among all its counterparts. Metal stud has also lower carbon
emissions then wood stud. That’s why those two are the most chosen.
Regarding the curtain walls, the Store front was the prevalent type in all scenarios, except
for scenario 2, where the Translucent was chosen because it had lower cost and carbon emissions
than the types of Store fronts.
Next is the floors, wood framed was chosen for all, with different flooring materials (brick,
stone, parquet). Stone with the highest cost appeared only once in scenario 2 – which is not
expected-however, it appeared in the point with the highest cost (point 1). In scenario 4, parquet
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appeared more, because it has the lowest emissions. Brick was the most used flooring material,
since it has relatively low both cost and carbon emissions, compared to its counterparts.
Steel Embossed Panel was the most selected external door. Fiber glass has the lowest initial
carbon emissions among the three types selected, that’s why it was chosen twice in scenario 4
instead of once in other scenarios. At the same time it has the lowest initial cost among the three
types chosen, but it was chosen once in scenario 2, because it had high Total carbon emissions.
Same applies for interior doors where the Wood Bi-fold appeared three times in scenario 4, because
it had the lowest initial and total carbon emissions.
Regarding the windows, wood casement windows were chosen for all scenarios. Wood
casement windows had the lowest initial carbon emission among all other types, and the third
lowest initial cost. It also had the lowest total carbon emissions in scenario 4, and the lowest total
cost on scenario 2.
For plumbing pipes, plastic was chosen most of the times, and copper appeared some times.
Plastic has the lowest initial cost and carbon emissions.in scenario 4, it had the lowest emissions,
that’s why it was chosen three times in that scenario. In scenario 2, plastic has the second lowest
total cost and the lowest total carbon emissions, that’s why it was also selected three times in that
scenario. Finally, fiber glass was chosen in all the scenarios for the HVAC ducts, because it has the
lowest initial cost and carbon emissions.
After this general review of results obtained in chapter 5, and if we compared the solution
space with the Pareto front in each scenario, we can see how the developed model and framework
are achieving the objective of selecting the most sustainable and cost effective building materials.

5.4.1.2. Suppliers
Referring to the discussion in 5.3.1, we find that the weighting and scaling system followed
in this framework is giving a fairly satisfying results in choosing the best supplier corresponding
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to the preferred criteria. The percentage value of selecting the most suitable supplier among the
five scenarios was 66%.

5.4.2. Comparison Level 2
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the cost and carbon emissions ranges among the five scenarios,
which result from the optimization process using the modified equations. By looking at Figure 5.13,
it is clear how changing the criterions weights affected the values of the total cost especially in
scenarios two and three, where cost and quality had the highest weights respectively. The same
applies for Figure 5.14, where scenario four had the biggest effect on the reducing carbon
emissions, where the environmental considerations had the highest weight. Using scenario 4 the
designer can achieve the ‘Recycled/Reused Content’ LEED credit, while scenario 5 can help
designers achieve the ‘Regional Materials'. LEED credit. This indicates that the model is giving
good results regarding different possible scenarios of the designers’ preference.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
This research presents a framework intending to help designers find and select building
materials sustainably, while meeting the owner requirements at the same time, by staying within
the budget limits. Additionally, the framework intends to help designers select materials’ suppliers
according to their preferred criteria. This chapter summarizes the conclusions drawn from the
results discussed in chapter 5.
Based on the conclusions drawn in chapter 5, the framework is providing a solution proving
that the right selection of building materials and their suppliers will result in a significant reduction
in the total building cost and carbon emissions. In addition, the developed mathematical model and
framework succeeded in finding the most suitable suppliers for each material regarding any criteria
preferred by the designer.
In this research we tried to incorporate the use of Revit in the sustainable design process.
LEED and supplier optimization were also incorporated in the research. The framework was
implemented on a sample case study. A hypothetical project in Kalamazoo, MI. was used to
illustrate the steps of the optimization process. The optimization was held using a modified multiobjective optimization algorithm which is Harmony search.
One limitation of the framework is that dimensions of materials are not considered in the
analysis. Other minor issues is that the emissions we calculate focuses on Co2 only, rather than the
GHG emissions which are presented as the equivalent carbon emissions. That is because of the lack
of Co2eq information regarding building materials. Future work might consider adding other
objective function such as safety in the jobsite and risk associated with building materials. It might
also include converting the proposed framework into an automated tool. Finally, it is extremely
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important to conduct a comparative study using a real project to find the effectiveness and
practicality of the proposed framework.
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A.
Cost and Carbon Emissions Detailed Calculations for all the Considered Materials
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Cost Calculations for all the considered materials
category

HVAC ducts

Plumbing
pipes

124

windows

floors

material

RSMeans code

Aluminum alloy under 100 lb.
Galvanized steel under 200 lb.
Stainless steel under 100 lb.
Fibrous-glass 1” thick
0.5 in. brass
0.5 in. plastic
0.5 in. steel
0.5 in. Stainless steel
0.5 in. copper
2 in. cast iron
Aluminum casement 3’-1’’*3’-2”
Aluminum single hung 2’*3’
Aluminum sliding 3’*2’
Steel double hung 2’-8”*4’-6”
wood fixed 3'6" *4'
Wood awning 34”*22”
Wood casement 2’-0”*3’-0”
Wood double hung 2’*3'
Plastic vinyl single hung 21”*57”
Plastic vinyl double hung 21”*37”
Vinyl casement 21”*47”
Fiberglass single hung 18”*40”
concrete topping
Metal deck
Wide flange beam
Precast plank
Concrete deck
Sheathing: plywood
Flooring: bamboo
flooring : brick
flooring : stone
flooring: parquet
metal truss
wood truss
carpet
wood frame : beam

23 31 13.13 0100
23 31 13.13 0500
23 31 13.13 1000
23 31 16.13 3500
22 11 13.14 1120
22 11 13.74 1860
22 11 13.44 0560
22 11 13.64 3560
22 11 13.23 2140
22 13 16.20 2120
08 51 13.20 1000
08 51 13.20 3000
08 51 13.20 4000
08 51 23.20 1000
08 52 10.55 0100
08 52 10.20 0100
08 52 10.40 0100
08 52 10.50 0100
08 53 13.20 0110
08 53 13.30 0102
08 53 13.40 0110
08 54 13.10 0110
03 35 29.30 0400
05 31 13.50 5100
05 12 23.75 0300
03 41 13.50 0020
03 30 53.40 5550
06 16 36.10 0050
09 62 23.10 8600
09 63 13.10 0200
09 63 40.10 0020
09 64 23.10 5200
05 44 13.60 0130
06 17 53.10 0210
09 68 16.10 0720
06 11 10.10 3500

unit

initial
wage
cost (Ci)

pound 3.58 15.55
pound 0.7
4.97
pound 6.35
7.1
SF
0.77
3.34
l.f.
6.35
9.1
l.f.
2.83
8.1
l.f.
4.38
6.95
l.f.
7.55
8.4
L.F.
4.3
5.4
l.f.
8.5
12.5
ea.
365
79
ea.
203
79
ea.
215
79
ea.
700
66
ea.
400
59
ea.
269
35.5
ea.
284
35.5
ea.
209
35.5
ea.
195
39
ea.
197
39
ea.
294
35.5
ea.
340
41.5
s.f.
0.11
1.52
s.f.
2.95
0.46
l.f.
13.75
4.5
s.f.
6.05
1.46
s.f. 5.037037 1.31481
s.f.
0.47
0.46
s.f.
4.44
1.38
ea.
0.89
1.6
s.f. 11.45
9.7
s.f.
4.56
2.21
ea.
65.5
36
sq. flr. 1.5
0.6
s.f.
3.33 0.483
b.f. 0.605 0.705

# of
laborers

distance

1/MPG
(car)

3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
5
4
7
9
26
2
1
2
2
1
5
5
1
2

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

0.02809
0.02809
0.02809
0.02809
0.02809
0.02809
0.02809
0.02809
0.02809
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281

fuel
price
(car)
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7

daily
output

commuting

labor cost

75
235
165
350
48
54
63
52
81
63
10
10
10
12
12
10
10
10
17
18
20
17
1000
3500
600
2400
7020
1525
255
400
60
160
46
3000
8.33
700

0.208
0.066
0.094
0.045
0.108
0.096
0.082
0.100
0.064
0.165
1.039
1.039
1.039
0.866
0.866
0.520
0.520
0.520
0.611
0.577
0.520
0.611
0.026
0.006
0.061
0.019
0.019
0.007
0.020
0.026
0.173
0.032
0.565
0.009
0.624
0.015

15.758
5.036
7.194
3.385
9.208
8.196
7.032
8.500
5.464
12.665
80.039
80.039
80.039
66.866
59.866
36.020
36.020
36.020
39.611
39.577
36.020
42.111
1.546
0.466
4.561
1.479
1.334
0.467
1.400
1.626
9.873
2.242
36.565
0.609
1.107
0.720

unit
equipment maintanace demolition
weight
cost
Cost
cost
(pound)
0
0
8.33
1
0
0
8.33
1
0
0
8.33
1
0
0
8.33
0.375
0
0
2.18
0.9
0
0
0
0.0732
0
0
2.18
0.41
0
0
2.18
0.6578
0
0
2.18
0.198
0
0
2.18
4.5
0
0
56
110
0
0
56
80
0
0
56
95
0
0
70
300
0
0
15.6
91
0
0
15.6
18.25
0
0
15.6
15.79
0
0
15.6
18.25
0
0
88
30.23
0
0
88
30.34
0
0
88
41.23
0
0
88
24.87
0.25
3.22
13.2745098 13.95
0.03
0
0.28
2.5
2.49
0.26595
1.64
10
0.76
0
81
10.3
0.105925926
3.22
2.50740741 105
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
49
0
0
0.2478
3.15
0
0
0.83
5.38
0
0
0.78
1.6
12.75
0
0
168
0.2
0
0
120
0
0.16
0.28
0.19
0
0
0.84
2.32

1/MPG unit fuel
(truck) cost (truck)
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167

3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8

weight
capacity
(pound)
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000

Ct (const.)

Co

7.03704E-06
7.03704E-06
7.03704E-06
2.63889E-06
6.33333E-06
5.15111E-07
2.88519E-06
4.62896E-06
1.39333E-06
3.16667E-05
0.000774074
0.000562963
0.000668519
0.002111111
0.00064037
0.000128426
0.000111115
0.000128426
0.00021273
0.000213504
0.000290137
0.000175011
9.81667E-05
1.75926E-05
7.03704E-05
7.24815E-05
0.000738889
7.03704E-06
0.000344815
2.21667E-05
3.78593E-05
1.12593E-05
0.001182222
0.000844444
1.33704E-06
1.63259E-05

24.088
13.366
15.524
11.715
11.388
8.196
9.212
10.680
7.644
14.845
136.039
136.039
136.039
136.866
75.466
51.620
51.620
51.620
127.611
127.577
124.020
130.111
18.290
0.776
8.957
83.239
7.167
0.467
1.400
1.874
10.703
3.022
49.315
0.809
1.547
1.560

Cost Calculations for all the considered materials (continued)
internal
doors

external
doors

interior walls

125
curtian walls

external
walls

Metal closet bi-fold 6’-8”*2’
Wood bi-fold 6’-8”*2’-6” (birch)
Wood hard board hollow core 1-3/8”*6’-8”*1’-6”
Wood lauan hollow core 1-3/8”*6’-8”*1’-6”
Embossed panel steel 2’-8”*6’*8”
embossed half glass steel 2’-8”*6’-8”
Flush Aluminum 3’*7’
Fiber glass 2’-8”*6’-8”
French (maple)
Aluminum framed sliding 6’
Wood framed sliding 6’*6’-8”
0.5”interior gypsum board
0.5" Fire res.
5/8” interior gypsum board
5/8" Fire resistant
Single glazed
Double glazed
Storefront system
Translucent panels, 2-3/ 4" thick
veneer alum.
veneer steel
veneer brick
veneer stone
cast in place concrete
precast panel
Metal stud
brick block
CMU blocks
wood stud

08 13 13.20 2330 ea.
08 14 33.20 2720 ea.
08 14 33.20 7320 ea.
08 14 33.20 7420 ea.
08 13 13.20 0030 ea.
08 13 13.20 0220 ea.
08 13 16.10 5050 ea.
08 16 13.10 0020 ea.
08 16 14.10 0030 ea.
08 32 13.10 0400 ea.
08 32 19.15 0020 ea.
09 29 10.30 0300 s.f.
09 29 10.30 0400 s.f.
09 29 10.30 2000 s.f.
09 29 10.30 2100 s.f.
08 44 13.10 0050 s.f.
08 44 13.10 0150 s.f.
08 43 13.20 0500 s.f.
08 45 10.10 0020 s.f. hor
07 42 13.20 0012 s.f.
07 42 13.30 0080 s.f.
04 21 13.13 2000 s.f.
04 41 10.10 0510 s.f.
03 30 53.40 4200 s.f.
03 45 13.50 0150 s.f.
05 41 13.30 4100 l.f.
04 21 13.40 0100 s.f.
04 22 10.34 0200 s.f.
06 11 10.26 0180 L.F.

161
67.5
43
32
298
320
780
259
675
1575
1500
0.22
0.26
0.25
0.27
50
64
20.5
34
1.5
1.37
3.61
10.25
6.111111
21.5
9.4
5.15
3.79
3.6

44
54.5
39
39
41.5
41.5
315
47
59
176
176
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
7.55
8.2
4.56
3.53
1.8
1.75
7.1
13.55
7.11111
10.9
13.05
6.65
5.15
8.8

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
2
3
4
4
5
5
25
9
2
5
5
2

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281
0.0281

3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7

16
13
18
18
17
17
2.5
15
12
4
4
2000
2000
2000
2000
195
180
150
395
775
800
230
60
1237.41
320
54
245
315
80

0.650
0.799
0.577
0.577
0.611
0.611
4.157
0.693
0.866
2.598
2.598
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.107
0.115
0.069
0.039
0.027
0.026
0.113
0.433
0.105
0.146
0.192
0.106
0.082
0.130

44.650
0
55.299
0
39.577
0
39.577
0
42.111
0
42.111
0
319.157
0
47.693
0
59.866
0
178.598
0
178.598
0
0.355
0
0.355
0
0.355
0
0.355
0
7.657
0
8.315
0
4.629
0
3.569
0
1.827
0
1.776
0
7.213
0
13.983
0
7.216 0.601851852
11.046
5.7
13.242
0
6.756
0
5.232
0
8.930
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0
0
0
0
0
0
6.52
4.79
12.5
0
0
6.52
2.99
0

14.05
22
0.167
14.05
18
0.167
17.55
70
0.167
17.55
42
0.167
23.5
90
0.167
23.5
85
0.167
17.55
100
0.167
23.5
60
0.167
17.55
55
0.167
59
270
0.167
59
300
0.167
1.65
1.22
0.167
1.65
1.95
0.167
1.65
2.1
0.167
1.65
2.4
0.167
0
6.5
0.167
0
10
0.167
0
6.25
0.167
0
3
0.167
0
0.359 0.167
0
1
0.167
2.01
6
0.167
1.56
13.2
0.167
3.78148148 139.83704 0.167
81
535
0.167
1.64
0.46
0.167
0
21
0.167
0.49
25
0.167
0.28
8
0.167

3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8

90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000

0.000154815
0.000126667
0.000492593
0.000295556
0.000633333
0.000598148
0.000703704
0.000422222
0.000387037
0.0019
0.002111111
8.58519E-06
1.37222E-05
1.47778E-05
1.68889E-05
4.57407E-05
7.03704E-05
4.39815E-05
2.11111E-05
2.5263E-06
7.03704E-06
4.22222E-05
9.28889E-05
0.000984038
0.003764815
3.23704E-06
0.000147778
0.000175926
5.62963E-05

58.700
69.349
57.127
57.127
65.611
65.611
336.707
71.193
77.416
237.598
237.598
2.255
2.255
2.255
2.255
7.657
8.315
4.629
3.569
1.827
1.776
15.743
20.333
24.099
97.746
14.882
13.276
8.712
9.210

Carbon emissions calculations for all considered materials
category

HVAC ducts

Plumbing
pipes
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windows

floors

material

type

unit

Aluminum alloy under 100 lb.
Galvanized steel under 200 lb.
Stainless steel under 100 lb.
Fibrous-glass 1” thick
0.5 in. brass
0.5 in. plastic
0.5 in. steel
0.5 in. Stainless steel
0.5 in. copper
2 in. cast iron
Aluminum casement 3’-1’’*3’-2”
Aluminum single hung 2’-3’
Aluminum sliding 3’-2’
Steel double hung 2’-8”*4’-6”
wood fixed 3'6" *4'
Wood awning 34”*22”
Wood casement 2’-0”*3’-0”
Wood double hung 2’*3”
Plastic vinyl single hung 21”*57”
Plastic vinyl double hung 21”*37”
Vinyl casement 21”*47”
Fiberglass single hung 18”*40”
concrete topping
Metal deck
Wide flange beam
Precast plank
Concrete deck
Sheathing: plywood
Flooring: bamboo
flooring : brick
flooring : stone
flooring: parquet
metal truss
wood truss
carpet
wood frame : beam

23 31 13.13 0100
23 31 13.13 0500
23 31 13.13 1000
23 31 16.13 3500
22 11 13.14 1120
22 11 13.74 1860
22 11 13.44 0560
22 11 13.64 3560
22 11 13.23 2140
22 13 16.20 2120
08 51 13.20 1000
08 51 13.20 3000
08 51 13.20 4000
08 51 23.20 1000
08 52 10.55 0100
08 52 10.20 0100
08 52 10.40 0100
08 52 10.50 0010
08 53 13.20 0110
08 53 13.20 0102
08 53 13.40 0110
08 54 13.10 0110
03 35 29.30 0400
05 31 13.50 5100
05 12 23.75 0300
03 41 13.50
03 30 53.40 5550
06 16 36.10 0030
09 62 23.10 8600
09 63 13.10 0020
09 63 40.10 0020
09 64 23.10 5200
05 44 13.60 0130
06 17 53.10 0210
09 68 16.10 0720
06 11 10.10 3500

pound
pound
pound
sf
l.f
l.f.
l.f.
l.f.
l.f.
l.f.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
s.f.
s.f.
l.f.
s.f.
s.f.
s.f.
s.f.
ea.
s.f.
s.f.
ea.
sq. flr
s.f.
b..f

initiail
# of
emission rate
distance
labor E
emissions Ei laborers
(car) kg/mile
3.71
1.27
2.77
0.26
0.97
0.08
0.49
1.85
0.20
3.90
13922.10
10127.70
12024.90
37971.90
602.98
121.18
105.12
121.18
1616.60
1628.40
2206.60
1333.40
1.32
3.19
12.51
0.98
5.73
0.36
10.21
1.45
0.60
0.33
135.64
25.02
0.44
1.07

3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
5
4
7
9
26
2
1
2
2
1
5
5
1
2

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37

0.74
0.24
0.34
0.16
0.39
0.34
0.29
0.36
0.23
0.29
3.70
3.70
3.70
3.08
3.08
1.85
1.85
1.85
2.18
2.06
1.85
2.18
0.09
0.02
0.22
0.07
0.07
0.02
0.07
0.09
0.62
0.12
2.01
0.03
2.22
0.05

daily
output

work
hours

75
235
165
350
48
54
63
52
81
63
10
10
10
12
12
10
10
10
17
18
20
17
1000
3500
600
2400
7020
1525
255
400
60
160
46
3000
8.33
700

0.11
0.03
0.05
0.02
0.17
0.15
0.13
0.15
0.10
0.13
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.67
0.67
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.47
0.44
0.40
0.47
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.13
0.05
0.17
0.00
0.96
0.01

emission
rate eq.
(kg/h)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
87.7
87.7
0
0
0
0
0
87.7
87.7
0
0

eq. E

main. E

dem. E

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.17
0.29
0
0
0
0
0
0
15.25
0.23
0.00
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
19.49
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

unit
weight
(pound)
1
1
1
0.375
0.9
0.0732
0.41
0.6578
0.198
4.5
110
80
95
300
91
18.25
15.79
18.25
30.23
30.34
41.23
24.87
13.95
2.5
10
10.3
105
1
49
3.15
5.38
1.6
168
120
0.19
2.32

1/MPG
(truck)
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167

emission
rate(truck)
kg/gal
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9

weight
capacity
(pound)
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000

Et (const.)

Eo

1.83E-05
1.83E-05
1.83E-05
6.88E-06
1.65E-05
1.34E-06
7.52E-06
1.21E-05
3.63E-06
8.25E-05
0.002017
0.001467
0.001742
0.0055
0.001668
0.000335
0.000289
0.000335
0.000554
0.000556
0.000756
0.000456
0.000256
4.58E-05
0.000183
0.000189
0.001925
1.83E-05
0.000898
5.78E-05
9.86E-05
2.93E-05
0.00308
0.0022
3.48E-06
4.25E-05

0.74
0.24
0.34
0.16
0.39
0.34
0.29
0.36
0.23
0.29
3.70
3.70
3.70
3.08
3.08
1.85
1.85
1.85
2.18
2.06
1.85
2.18
0.09
0.02
1.39
19.85
0.07
0.02
0.07
0.09
0.62
0.12
17.26
0.26
2.22
0.05

Carbon emissions calculation for all considered materials (continued)
Metal closet bi-fold 6’-8”*2’

08 13 13.20 2300

internal
Wood bi-fold 6’-8”*2’-6” (birch)
08 14 33.20 2720
doors Wood hard board hollow core 1-3/8”*6’-8”*1’-6” 08 14 33.20 7320
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Wood lauan hollow core 1-3/8”*6’-8”*1’-6”
Embossed panel steel 2’-8”*6’*8”
embossed half glass steel 2’-8”*6’-8”
Flush Aluminum 3’*7’
external
Fiber glass 2’-8”*6’-8”
doors
French (maple)
Aluminum framed sliding 6’
Wood framed sliding 6’*6’-8”
0.5”interior gypsum board
0.5" Fire res.
interior walls
5/8” interior gypsum board
5/8" Fire resistant
Single glazed
Double glazed
curtian walls
Storefront system
Translucent panels, 2-3/ 4" thick
veneer alum.
veneer steel
veneer brick
veneer stone
external
cast in place concrete
precast panel
walls
Metal stud
brick block
CMU blocks
wood stud

08 14 33.20 7420
08 13 13.20 0030
08 13 13.20 0220
08 13 16.10 5050
08 16 13.10 0020
08 16 14.10 0030
08 32 13.10 0400
08 32 19.15 0020
09 29 10.30 0300
09 29 10.30 0400
09 29 10.30 2000
09 29 10.30 2100
08 44 13.10 0050
08 44 13.10 0150
08 43 13.20 0500
08 45 10.10 0020
07 42 13.20 0012
07 42 13.30 0080
04 21 13.13 2000
04 41 10.10 0510
03 30 53.40 4200
03 45 13.50 0150
05 41 13.30 4100
04 21 13.40 0100
04 22 10.34 0200
06 11 10.26 0180

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
s.f.
s.f.
s.f.
s.f.
s.f.
s.f.
s.f.
s.f. hor
s.f.
s.f.
s.f.
s.f.
s.f.
s.f.
l.f.
s.f.
S.F.
l.f.

17.70
3.77
14.72
8.74
72.22
50.44
370.80
41.62
11.45
285.18
104.91
0.21
0.33
0.36
0.42
2.47
3.83
2.38
1.19
1.32
1.27
0.59
0.34
13.26
50.72
0.37
2.09
0.69
1.66

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
2
3
4
4
5
5
25
9
2
5
5
2

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37

2.31
16
2.85
13
2.06
18
2.06
18
2.18
17
2.18
17
14.80
2.5
2.47
15
3.08
12
9.25
4
9.25
4
0.02 2000
0.02 2000
0.02 2000
0.02 2000
0.38
195
0.41
180
0.25
150
0.14
395
0.10
775
0.09
800
0.40
230
1.54
60
0.37 1237.41
0.52
320
0.69
54
0.38
245
0.29
315
10.28
3.6

0.50
0.62
0.44
0.44
0.47
0.47
3.20
0.53
0.67
2.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.13
0.01
0.03
0.15
0.03
0.03
2.22

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
119.1
0
0
0
0
0
87.7
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.41
0
0
0
0
0
2.19
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
22
0
18
0
70
0
42
0
90
0
85
0
100
0
60
0
55
0
270
0
300
0
1.22
0
1.95
0
2.1
0
2.4
0
6.5
0
10
0
6.25
0
3
0
0.359
0
1
0
6
0
13.2
0
139.837
19.49
535
0
0.46
0
21
0
25
0
8

0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167

9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9

90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000
90000

0.000403 2.31
0.00033 2.85
0.001283 2.06
0.00077 2.06
0.00165 2.18
0.001558 2.18
0.001833 14.80
0.0011
2.47
0.001008 3.08
0.00495 9.25
0.0055
9.25
2.24E-05 0.02
3.58E-05 0.02
3.85E-05 0.02
0.000044 0.02
0.000119 0.38
0.000183 0.41
0.000115 0.25
0.000055 2.55
6.58E-06 0.10
1.83E-05 0.09
0.00011 0.40
0.000242 1.54
0.002564 0.37
0.009808 22.20
8.43E-06 0.69
0.000385 0.38
0.000458 0.29
0.000147 10.28

B.
Modified Harmony Search Algorithm
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Preprocessing
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.ComponentModel;
System.Data;
System.Drawing;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Windows.Forms;
System.Data.Odbc;
DesignTool.Properties;
System.Data.OleDb;
MultiObjectiveHS;

namespace DesignTool
{
public partial class MainWindow : Form
{
static string conString = @"Provider=Microsoft.ACE.OLEDB.12.0;Data
Source=|DataDirectory|\preprocess.accdb";
public MainWindow()
{
InitializeComponent();
}
List<List<Tuple<DataRow, DataRow>>> compinations = new List<List<Tuple<DataRow,
DataRow>>>();
private double ci;
private double wc_scc;
private double co;
private double ct;
private double distance;
private double wd_scd;
private double wq_scq;
private double Ei;
private double we_sce;
private double E0;
private double Et;
public void AddToList(Tuple<DataRow, DataRow>[] data)
{
compinations.Add(data.ToList());
//data = null;
}
private void btnGenerate_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
try
{
btnGenerate.Enabled = false;
// create an open the connection
OleDbConnection conn = new OleDbConnection(conString);
//preprocessDataSet ds2 = new preprocessDataSet();
// create the DataSet
DataSet ds = new DataSet();
string sqlDeleteQuery = "DELETE * FROM Options";
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using (OleDbCommand cmd = new OleDbCommand(sqlDeleteQuery, conn))
{
conn.Open();
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();
conn.Close();
}
// create the adapter and fill the DataSet
conn.Open();
DataTable componentsTable = new DataTable();
DataTable MaterialsTable = new DataTable();
DataTable SuppliersTable = new DataTable();
DataTable TypesTable = new DataTable();
var adapter = new OleDbDataAdapter("Select * from Components", conn);
adapter.Fill(componentsTable);
adapter = new OleDbDataAdapter("Select * from Materials", conn);
adapter.Fill(MaterialsTable);
adapter = new OleDbDataAdapter("Select * from Suppliers", conn);
adapter.Fill(SuppliersTable);
adapter = new OleDbDataAdapter("Select * from Types", conn);
adapter.Fill(TypesTable);
// close the connection
conn.Close();
int index = 0;
List<object[]> options = new List<object[]>();
List<double> AllCosts = new List<double>();
List<double> AllCarbonEmission = new List<double>();
Dictionary<string, List<double>> optionsIds = new Dictionary<string,
List<double>>();
List<double> ids = null;
foreach (DataRow component in componentsTable.Rows)
{
string componentID = component.ItemArray[0].ToString();
string componentName = component.ItemArray[1].ToString();
if (!optionsIds.ContainsKey(componentName))
{
ids = new List<double>();
optionsIds.Add(componentName, ids);
}
foreach (DataRow type in TypesTable.Rows)
{
List<Tuple<DataRow, DataRow>> option = new List<Tuple<DataRow, DataRow>>();
List<List<Tuple<DataRow, DataRow>>> materialsForType = new
List<List<Tuple<DataRow, DataRow>>>();
if (componentID == type.ItemArray[1].ToString())
{
string typeID = type.ItemArray[0].ToString();
string typeName = type.ItemArray[2].ToString();
foreach (DataRow material in MaterialsTable.Rows)
{
if (typeID == material.ItemArray[2].ToString())
{
string materialID = material.ItemArray[0].ToString();
option = new List<Tuple<DataRow, DataRow>>();
foreach (DataRow supplier in SuppliersTable.Rows)
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{
if (materialID == supplier.ItemArray[2].ToString())
{
option.Add(new Tuple<DataRow, DataRow>(material,
supplier));
}
}
materialsForType.Add(option);
}
}
compinations = new List<List<Tuple<DataRow, DataRow>>>();
Permuting<Tuple<DataRow, DataRow>>.Permute(materialsForType,
AddToList);
//save to the DB.
int i = 0;
foreach (var compincation
{
string strCompination
double costMaterial =
double carbonEmission

in compinations)
= string.Empty;
0;
= 0;

double OrginalCost = 0;
double OrginalEmission = 0;
foreach (var tuple in compincation)
{
strCompination += string.Format("{0} from {1}, ",
tuple.Item1.ItemArray[3].ToString(), tuple.Item2.ItemArray[3].ToString());
//cost variables
ci = double.Parse(tuple.Item1.ItemArray[4].ToString());
wc_scc = double.Parse(tuple.Item2.ItemArray[9].ToString());
co = double.Parse(tuple.Item1.ItemArray[5].ToString());
ct = double.Parse(tuple.Item1.ItemArray[6].ToString());
distance = double.Parse(tuple.Item1.ItemArray[4].ToString());
wd_scd = double.Parse(tuple.Item2.ItemArray[12].ToString());
wq_scq = double.Parse(tuple.Item2.ItemArray[10].ToString());
double cost = ((ci / wc_scc) + co + (ct * distance / wd_scd)) /
wq_scq;
costMaterial += cost;
//carbon emissions variables
Ei = double.Parse(tuple.Item1.ItemArray[8].ToString());
we_sce = double.Parse(tuple.Item2.ItemArray[11].ToString());
E0 = double.Parse(tuple.Item1.ItemArray[7].ToString());
Et = double.Parse(tuple.Item1.ItemArray[9].ToString());
double CE = (Ei / we_sce) + E0 + (Et * distance / wd_scd);
carbonEmission += CE;
//
OrginalCost += ci + co + ct * distance;
OrginalEmission += Ei + E0 + Et * distance;
}
AllCosts.Add(costMaterial);
AllCarbonEmission.Add(carbonEmission);
ids.Add(index);
strCompination = strCompination.Remove(strCompination.Length - 1);
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string sqlQuery = string.Format("INSERT INTO Options values
({0},'{1}','{2}','{3}',{4},{5},{6},{7})", index++, componentName, typeName, strCompination,
costMaterial, carbonEmission, OrginalCost, OrginalEmission);
using (OleDbCommand cmd = new OleDbCommand(sqlQuery, conn))
{
conn.Open();
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();
conn.Close();
}
}
}
}
}
CostOptimizer optimizer = new CostOptimizer();
optimizer.Solve(optionsIds.Values.ToList(), AllCosts, AllCarbonEmission);
btnGenerate.Enabled = true;
MessageBox.Show("All options was generated successfully. Check the Options
table.");
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
MessageBox.Show(ex.ToString());
}
finally
{
btnGenerate.Enabled = true;
}
}
}
}

Basic Harmony Search
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using System.Collections;
public class MOHS
{
#region Fields
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public

List<double[]> Ranges = new List<double[]>();
double[,] ParetoSet;
int VarType { get; set; }
int nObjectives { get; set; }
int[] Type { get; set; }
int NVAR { get; set; }
int HMS { get; set; }
int maxIter { get; set; }
double PAR { get; set; }
double PARmax { get; set; }
double PARmin { get; set; }
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public double BW { get; set; }
public double IntegerBW { get; set; }
public bool IntegerPermuteRange { get; set; }
public bool Flip { get; set; }
public double BWmax { get; set; }
public double BWmin { get; set; }
public bool isVariableBW { get; set; }
public bool isVariablePAR { get; set; }
public double HMCR { get; set; }
public double runTime { get; set; }
private double[] low;
private double[] high;
private double[] NCHV;
private int[] lowInt;
private int[] highInt;
//private double[] NCHV;
private double[] bestFitHistory;
public double[] bestHarmony { get; set; }
private double[] worstFitHistory;
private double[,] HM;
public int generation { get; set; }
private bool terminationCriteria = true;
RandomGenerator randGen = new RandomGenerator(System.DateTime.Now.Ticks);
private IFunction fit;
public interface IFunction
{
double[] F(double[] x);
}
int[] indices;
#endregion
public MOHS()
{
// default parameters
BW = 0.02;
NVAR = Ranges.Count;
HMCR = .9;
HMS = 100;
PAR = .4;
maxIter = 10000;
generation = 0;
isVariableBW = isVariablePAR = false;
VarType = 1; // double
nObjectives = 2;
}
private void setArrays()
{
low = new double[NVAR];
high = new double[NVAR];
lowInt = new int[NVAR];
highInt = new int[NVAR];
NCHV = new double[NVAR];
bestHarmony = new double[NVAR + 1];
bestFitHistory = new double[maxIter + 1];
worstFitHistory = new double[maxIter + 1];
HM = new double[HMS, NVAR + nObjectives];
}
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public void setBounds(double[] low, double[] high)
{
setArrays();
this.low = low;
this.high = high;
}
public void setBounds(int[] low, int[] high)
{
setArrays();
this.lowInt = low;
this.highInt = high;
}
private void initiator()
{
int i;
double[] curFit;
// save the location index of integer parameters in the array list, "Ranges"
int count = 0;
indices = new int[NVAR];
for (i = 0; i < NVAR; i++)
if (Type[i] == 0)
indices[i] = count++;
if (isVariableBW)
{
if (BWmax <= 0) throw new Exception("BWmax should be greater than Zero");
}
else
BWmax = BW;
if (isVariablePAR)
{
if (PARmin <= 0) throw new Exception("PARmin should be greater than Zero");
}
else
PARmin = PAR;
// not necessary!!
for (i = 0; i < HMS; i++)
for (int k = 0; k < nObjectives; k++)
HM[i, NVAR + k] = double.MaxValue;
for (i = 0; i < HMS; i++)
{
for (int j = 0; j < NVAR; j++)
{
if (Type[j] == 1)
HM[i, j] = randGen.randVal(low[j], high[j]);
else
{
int len = ((double[])(Ranges.ToArray().ElementAt(indices[j]))).Length;
HM[i, j] =
((double[])(Ranges.ToArray().ElementAt(indices[j])))[randGen.randVal(0, len - 1)];
}
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NCHV[j] = HM[i, j];
}
curFit = fitness(NCHV);
for (int k = 0; k < nObjectives; k++)
HM[i, NVAR + k] = curFit[k];
}
}
public double[] fitness(double[] x)
{
return fit.F(x);
}
public bool stopCondition()
{
if (generation > maxIter)
terminationCriteria = false;
return terminationCriteria;
}
public void updateHarmonyMemory(double[] newFitness)
{
if (nObjectives == 1)
{
// find worst harmony
double worst = HM[0, NVAR];
int worstIndex = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < HMS; i++)
if (HM[i, NVAR] > worst)
{
worst = HM[i, NVAR];
worstIndex = i;
}
worstFitHistory[generation] = worst;
// update harmony
if (newFitness[0] < worst)
{
for (int k = 0; k < NVAR; k++)
HM[worstIndex, k] = NCHV[k];
HM[worstIndex, NVAR] = newFitness[0];
}
// find best harmony
double best = HM[0, NVAR];
int bestIndex = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < HMS; i++)
if (HM[i, NVAR] < best)
{
best = HM[i, NVAR];
bestIndex = i;
}
bestFitHistory[generation] = best;
if (1 > 0 /*generation > 0 && best != bestFitHistory[generation - 1]*/)
{
for (int k = 0; k < NVAR; k++)
bestHarmony[k] = HM[bestIndex, k];
bestHarmony[NVAR] = best;
}
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}
else
{
int sum = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < HMS; i++)
{
sum = 0;
for (int j = 0; j < nObjectives; j++)
if (newFitness[j] <= HM[i, NVAR + j])
sum++;
if (sum == nObjectives)
{
for (int j = 0; j < nObjectives; j++)
HM[i, NVAR + j] = newFitness[j];
for (int k = 0; k < NVAR; k++)
HM[i, k] = NCHV[k];
break;
}
}

}
}
private void memoryConsideration(int varIndex)
{
NCHV[varIndex] = HM[randGen.randVal(0, HMS - 1), varIndex];
}
private void pitchAdjustment(int varIndex)
{
double rand = randGen.ran1();
double temp = NCHV[varIndex];
if (Type[varIndex] == 1)
/* REAL VARIABELS
{
if (rand < 0.5)
{
temp += rand * GetBW();
if (temp < high[varIndex])
NCHV[varIndex] = temp;
}
else
{
temp -= rand * GetBW();
if (temp > low[varIndex])
NCHV[varIndex] = temp;
}
}
else /* NON-REAL VARIABELS */
{
if (IntegerPermuteRange)
{

*/

int len = ((double[])(Ranges.ToArray().ElementAt(indices[varIndex]))).Length;
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NCHV[varIndex] =
((double[])(Ranges.ToArray().ElementAt(indices[varIndex])))[randGen.randVal(0, len - 1)];
}
else if (Flip) // for
if (NCHV[varIndex]
NCHV[varIndex]
else
NCHV[varIndex]
else
{

0,1 cases
== 0)
= 1;
= 0;

if (rand < 0.5)
{
temp += IntegerBW;
if (temp < highInt[varIndex])
NCHV[varIndex] = temp;
}
else
{
temp -= IntegerBW;
if (temp > lowInt[varIndex])
NCHV[varIndex] = temp;
}
}
}
}
private void randomSelection(int varIndex)
{
if (Type[varIndex] == 1)
NCHV[varIndex] = randGen.randVal(low[varIndex], high[varIndex]);
else
{
int len = ((double[])(Ranges.ToArray().ElementAt(indices[varIndex]))).Length;
NCHV[varIndex] =
((double[])(Ranges.ToArray().ElementAt(indices[varIndex])))[randGen.randVal(0, len - 1)];
}
}
public void Solve(IFunction f)
{
DateTime t1 = DateTime.Now;
this.fit = f;
initiator();
while (stopCondition())
{
for (int i = 0; i < NVAR; i++)
{
if (randGen.ran1() < HMCR)
{
memoryConsideration(i);
if (randGen.ran1() < PAR)
pitchAdjustment(i);
}
else
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randomSelection(i);
}
double[] currentFit;
currentFit = fitness(NCHV);
updateHarmonyMemory(currentFit);
generation++;
}
DateTime t2 = DateTime.Now;
TimeSpan ts = t2 - t1;
runTime = ts.TotalSeconds;
}
private double GetBW()
{
double val;
double c = Math.Log(BWmin / BWmax) / maxIter;
if (isVariableBW)
val = BWmax * Math.Exp(c * generation);
else
val = BWmax;
return val;
}
private double GetPAR()
{
double val;
if (isVariablePAR)
val = (PARmax - PARmin) / (maxIter) * generation + PARmin;
else
val = PARmin;
return val;
}
public void choosePareto()
{
ParetoSet = new double[HMS, nObjectives + NVAR];
int cntr = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < HMS; i++)
{
for (int j = 0; j < HMS; j++)
{
if (i != j && HM[i, NVAR] >= HM[j, NVAR] && HM[i, NVAR + 1] > HM[j, NVAR + 1]) goto
L100;
if (i != j && HM[i, NVAR] > HM[j, NVAR] && HM[i, NVAR + 1] >= HM[j, NVAR + 1]) goto
L100;
}
for (int j = 0; j < nObjectives; j++)
ParetoSet[cntr, j] = HM[i, NVAR + j];
for (int j = nObjectives; j < nObjectives + NVAR; j++)
ParetoSet[cntr, j] = HM[i, j - nObjectives];
cntr++;
L100:
;
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}
}
}//end class
internal class RandomGenerator
{
const long IA = 16807;
const long IM = 2147483647;
const double AM = 1.0 / IM;
const long IQ = 127773;
const long IR = 2836;
const int NTAB = 32;
const double NDIV = (1 + (IM - 1) / NTAB);
const double EPS = 1.2e-7;
const double RNMX = (1.0 - EPS);
private long iy;
private long[] iv = new long[NTAB];
private long idum;

public RandomGenerator()
{
sran1(DateTime.Now.Ticks);
}
public RandomGenerator(long seed)
{
sran1(seed);
}
public void sran1(long seed)
{
int j;
long k;
idum = seed;
if (idum < 1) idum = 1;
for (j = NTAB + 7; j >= 0; j--)
{
k = (idum) / IQ;
idum = IA * (idum - k * IQ) - IR * k;
if (idum < 0) idum += IM;
if (j < NTAB) iv[j] = idum;
}
iy = iv[0];
}
public double ran1()
{
int j;
long k;
double temp;
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k = (idum) / IQ;
idum = IA * (idum - k * IQ) - IR * k;
if (idum < 0) idum += IM;
j = (int)(iy / NDIV);
iy = iv[j];
iv[j] = idum;
temp = AM * iy;
if (temp > RNMX) return RNMX;
else return temp;
}
public double randVal(double low, double high)
{
return (float)(ran1() * (high - low) + low);
}
public int randVal(int low, int high)
{
return (int)(Math.Floor(ran1() * (high - low) + low + .5));
}
}

//end

using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.IO;
System.Data;
System.Data.OleDb;

namespace MultiObjectiveHS
{
public class CostOptimizer : MOHS.IFunction
{
double[] cost;
double[] carbonFootprint;
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#region Fields
MOHS hs;
int nVar;
double[] xlb;
double[] xub;
int Iteration = 0;
public string address = ".";
StreamWriter sw1;
double[] bestSolution;
string str1 = DateTime.Now.ToLongDateString();
string str2 = (DateTime.Now.Hour).ToString();
string str3 = (DateTime.Now.Minute).ToString();
string str4 = (DateTime.Now.Second).ToString();
string name2, name1;
#endregion
public void Solve(List<List<double>> optionsIds, List<double> AllCosts, List<double>
AllCarbonEmission)
{
name1 = address + "\\Report.txt";
// Input number of variables (1)
nVar = optionsIds.Count;

// number of variables

xlb = new double[nVar];
xub = new double[nVar];
cost = AllCosts.ToArray();
carbonFootprint = AllCarbonEmission.ToArray();
RunHS(optionsIds);
}
public double[] F(double[] x)
{
double[] f = new double[hs.nObjectives];
Iteration++;
try
{
double totalPrice = Total(cost, x);
double totalCarbonFootprint = Total(carbonFootprint, x);
f[0] = totalPrice;
f[1] = totalCarbonFootprint;

// objective 1
// objective 2

}
catch (Exception e) // in case of error...!
{
// Final Outputs
f[0] = f[1] = double.MaxValue;
Console.WriteLine(e.Message);
}
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#region Report
try
{
if (Iteration == 1) { File.Delete(name1); }
sw1 = File.AppendText(name1);
sw1.Write(Iteration.ToString() + "\t");
sw1.Write(f[0].ToString("e") + "\t" + f[1].ToString("e") + "\t");
for (int i = 0; i < bestSolution.Length - 2; i++)
sw1.Write(x[i].ToString() + "\t");
sw1.WriteLine();
sw1.Close();
if (Iteration % 10 == 0)
Console.WriteLine("# " + Iteration.ToString() + "
(f[0]).ToString("e") + " f1 = " + (f[1]).ToString("e"));

f0 = " +

if (Iteration % 50 == 0)
{
hs.choosePareto();
Utility.WriteMatrix(hs.ParetoSet, "Pareto Front", "e3");
}
}
catch (Exception e)
{
Console.WriteLine(e.Message);
}
#endregion
return f;
}
double Total(double[] cost, double[] y)
{
double totalPrice = 0;
foreach (var index in y)
totalPrice += cost[(int)index];
return totalPrice;
}
public void RunHS(List<List<double>> ranges)
{
hs = new MOHS();
//hs.BW = 5.0e-2;
hs.nObjectives = 2;
hs.isVariableBW = true;
hs.isVariablePAR = true;
hs.BWmax = 5e-1;
hs.BWmin = 5e-3;
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hs.PARmin = .4;
hs.PARmax = .9;
hs.NVAR = nVar;
hs.HMCR = .8;
hs.HMS = 80;
hs.maxIter = 10000;
hs.setBounds(xlb, xub);
hs.VarType = 0; // integer
//hs.IntegerBW = 1; //
//hs.IntegerPermuteRange = true;
int[] type = new int[nVar];
bestSolution = new double[nVar + hs.nObjectives];
#region SetVariableRange

for (int i = 0; i < ranges.Count; i++)
{
hs.Ranges.Add(ranges[i].ToArray());
type[i] = 0;
}
#endregion
hs.Type = type;
hs.Solve(this);
}

}
}
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